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ABSTRACT  
Posed master´s thesis “Proposal of development of internationalization strategy to Mexican 
market of the company Heinrich Huhn” focuses on identification of critical factors 
influencing the selection of particular international entry mode. Part of literature review is 
aimed to the issue of globalization and internationalization, its possible strategies and modes 
of entry. Analytical part encompasses Heinrich Huhn`s internal business environment 
analysis, industry overview analysis, external Mexican market analysis further summarized 
in SWOT analysis at the end. The last part delivers proposals and recommendations based 
on consolidation of posed analyses.  
ABSTRAKT 
Předložená diplomová práce „Návrh rozvoje internacionalizační strategie společnosti 
Heinrich Huhn na mexickém trhu” je založená na identifikaci kritických faktorů 
ovlyvňujících volbu konkrétní mezinárodní formy vstupu. Teoretická čásť je zaměřená na 
otázku globalizace a internacionalizace, její strategie a forem vstupu. Analytická čásť 
zahrnuje analýzu interního podnikatelského prostředí firmy Heirich Huhn, přehled odvětví, 
analýzu externího mexického prostředí, které sú následně shrnuty v analýze SWOT. Poslední 
čásť nabízí návrhy a doporučení založená na konsolidaci předložených analýz.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Globalization, in meaning of growing economic interdependence among countries, is 
the issue of our times (Rugman and Verbeke, 2005). As Levitt (1983) stated, world is driven 
by two vectors which operates simultaneously - vector of technology which helps powerfully 
shape human preferences and vector of globalization which shapes economic realities. The 
impact of globalization might be seen everywhere and increasing global interconnections 
minimize the importance of national boundaries (Held, 2000). Thus, multinational 
companies, companies which manage a portfolio of multiple national entities, have 
a perspective across countries and regions that individual businesses lack (Bartlett and 
Ghoshal, 1989; Kirkbride, 2001). So-called perspective encompasses growth of sales and 
profits, reducing shipping costs, exploiting sources and labor force across borders (Rugman, 
1981). Therefore, the main reasons why still more and more firms are getting involved in 
overseas production are to exploit differences in factor of costs, e.g. savings in transport and 
customs duties, lower manufacturing costs resulting from less expensive local inputs of labor, 
raw material and energy to exploit economic factors as economies of scale, but are also non-
economic reasons in terms of reputation, power and innovation (Cavusgil et al., 2002; 
Woods, 1995).  
However, benefits from internationalization are, almost at all times, accompanied by 
obstacles represented by set of macro-environmental factors differing all around the world 
(Czinkota, 2009). Author of this thesis names and describes these factors as a critical factors 
influencing the company attempting to enter a new market.  
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PROBLEM STATEMENT, OBJECTIVES AND 
METHODOLOGY 
Analyzed company, German manufacturing company Heinrich Huhn (HH), currently 
deals with an idea of further internationalization on Mexican market, while the company 
already successfully operates on this market in terms of export. Author of this thesis intends 
to name and describe critical factors which the company should be aware of, to be able to opt 
the right and suitable market entry mode which might possibly bring even bigger success to 
the business.  
Therefore, the main objective of this thesis is identification of the most important, 
critical factors influencing the selection of the market entry mode of HH to Mexican market. 
To achieve the main aim, the author assigns following partial objectives and methods as: 
- To define business internationalization as a theoretical base for reasoning the intent to 
expand 
- To present all the possibilities the company has, in terms of theoretical identification of 
all entry mode strategies 
- To analyse target market in terms of determination of critical factors when attempting 
to do a business in Mexico  
- To specify and assign particularly related factors to the particular mode of entry  
- To present HH´s current entry mode strategy and how it can support further 
internationalization  
Posed thesis is written using highly analytical concept and qualitative approach just 
due to limitations mentioned below in a freestanding chapter. The structure kind of digress 
from exerted ones, but just correspond to mentioned method of writing. First chapter offers 
theoretical base for definition and assignment of critical factors. Second chapter intends to 
present analyzed company and its current situation in order to define its strengths and 
weaknesses. The third main part of the thesis acquaints the reader with a term of stamping 
11 
 
and offers description of related industry, while following one, number 4, offers an overall 
analysis of Mexico`s current environment, focusing on the key factors which a stamping 
company interested in scenario of doing business in Mexico would need to become familiar 
with. Later on comes part 5, chapter which offers sort of assignment of particular factors to 
particular mode of entry to offer a valuable comparison of factors complexity for each form 
of internationalization. Detailed background of the company and understanding of important 
country factors, allows the author to summarize and hence to present a complex SWOT 
analysis in chapter 6. This analysis is a prerequisite of future development, because 
identification of internal factors together with external factors helps to determine if, to what 
extent and by which form Mexico is eligible for HH`s successful business. Posed analyses 
therefore offer quite detailed base and source for proposals presented in chapter 7, which 
focuses on consolidation of all three of them. 
 
Method Sources Prime reasons of 
application 
Theoretical characteristics 
of international entry modes 
Corresponding literature  Base for definition and 
assignment of critical 
factors 
Analysis of HH`s current 
situation 
Company sources and web 
sites 
Base for identification of 
weaknesses and strengths of 
the company 
Analysis of Mexican market Corresponding literature 
and online sources 
Base for identification of 
opportunities and threats of 
the market 
Analysis of critical factors 
for each particular mode of 
entry 
Corresponding literature 
and online sources 
Base for assignment of 
critical factors to each mode 
of entry 
SWOT analysis Literature, company and 
online sources 
Base for proposals  
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LIMITATIONS 
Although this research was carefully prepared, the author is still aware of its 
shortcomings and readers need to consider presented results within the context of limitations.  
The absence of necessary data, the lack of previous researches, the distance of 
targeted country and inability to provide some research in person, were the most significant 
prerequisites for the qualitative approach of this thesis. The author using standard methods 
intended to gather information from various sources, but the main reason for number of 
hindrances sees in the remoted position of the market and in position of analyzed industry on 
the market. It stands about between automotive industry and steel industry and remains non-
standard. The author states the need for specific method of gathering data, for instance 
physical presence in analyzed country or participation at the world exhibition of metal 
stamping companies. Performing as a company or official subject might enable better access 
to some restricted research data.  
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1. LITERATURE REVIEW 
1.1 Globalization, business internationalization 
In the last three decades transnational interactions have intensified dramatically, from 
the globalization of production systems and financial transfers to the worldwide 
dissemination of information and images through media, or mass movements of people. The 
extraordinary range and depth of these transnational interactions have led some authors to 
view them as a rupture with previous forms of cross-border interactions, new phenomena 
termed globalization defined as a process by which the world is becoming increasingly 
interconnected as a result of massively increased trade and cultural exchange (Bbc.co.uk, 
2015; Santos, 2002). 
Therefore, globalization is a stage where perceived distance is shrinking due to 
advances in transportation and telecommunications technology, material culture is starting to 
look similar the over world and national economies are merging into an interdependent 
integrated global economic system where barriers to cross-border trade and investment are 
declining. 
Indeed, particularly these cross-border interactions mean a long-term success. Because long-
term success of the company over purely national competitors rests in its ability to exploit its 
common knowledge and capabilities in various national markets and often to manage its 
competitive operations across boundaries (Doz, 1986). Companies tend to extend the portion 
of the pie by having a presence in all of the major markets of the world, rather than only 
extend their home market share. Therefore, they internationalize and as each company and 
its products are a part of a value chain, final units are therefore becoming worldwide 
(Czinkota, 2009). 
“Distance is no longer an issue – the world has shrunk to a manageable size.” 
(Brooks et al., 2004, p.308) 
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1.2 International strategies and structures 
Setting and establishing certain characteristics of the company and style of operations 
on foreign market leads to the Bartlet and Ghoshal´s (1989) identification of four types of 
international strategies. They introduce global, multinational, international and transnational 
strategy, while each of them has specific characteristics:  
Table 1: Organizational characteristics (Source: Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989) 
  
Lee (2007) states that each of these four terms is distinct and has specific meaning 
which define the scope and degree of interaction with their operations outside ´home´ 
country. He simplifies their definition as follows: 
- International companies are importers and exporters, they have no investment outside 
their home country.  
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- Multinational companies have investment in other countries, but do not have 
coordinated product offerings in each country. Are more focused on adapting their 
products and service to each individual and local market. 
- Global companies have invested and are presented in many countries. They market their 
products through the use of the same coordinated image/brand in all markets. Generally, 
they have one corporate office that is responsible for global strategy, where emphasise 
is on volume, cost management and efficiency.  
- Transnational companies are much more complex organizations. They have invested in 
foreign operations, have a central corporate facility but give decision-making, R&D and 
marketing powers to each individual foreign market.  
One year later, Harzing (1999) introduces more detailed and factors oriented interpretation 
of Bartlett and Ghoshal´s (1989) typologies.  
Table 2: Organizational strategy (Source: Harzing, 1999) 
 
However, not always is possible to allocate a company to only one of these strategies. 
Good example might be a sport store selling any kind of sport equipment. It has to adjust its 
strategy and consider selling ice skates in Dominican Republic, for instance.  
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1.3 Generally recognized drivers of internationalization  
At the heart of every decision-making about internationalization lies a theory based on 
motivators, which are within this topic called drivers. Indeed, are the benefits which the 
complex process of internationalization is supposed to bring and these are as follows: 
- Higher profit and lower costs  
Companies internationalize with a motive of increasing profits and reducing costs. By using 
global sourcing, companies hope to lower their overall cost structure or improve the quality 
or functionality of their product offering. They tend to access a large markets to exploit a 
benefits arising from economies of scale and large scale production (Aihei, 2009; Hill, 
2011). 
- Saturated home market vs. obligation to produce locally 
Another motive which might lead a single company to internationalize is high competitive 
rivalry in its domestic market. Companies, therefore seek for other markets, less competitive 
and more profitable. Moreover, there are still more and more companies striving for being 
locally responsible, therefore attempt to become a local producer (Spyridon et al., 2013). 
- Global trade infrastructure 
Supply chain links, increasing availability of information and ease of communication, 
technological advances, including IT, virtual worlds and robotics are other significant drivers 
of internationalization (OECD, 2009). 
- Opportunity  
The growth of economy means that consumers in the country will have the ability to gain 
purchasing power with time and the products of the company will be bought at an increasing 
capacity (Mukundakumar, 2012). 
- The bandwagon effect 
Intense rivalry can mean that a decision by one firm to enter an overseas market tends to be 
followed by other firms (Wall, 2009). 
17 
 
1.4 Generally recognized barriers of internationalization 
Drivers of internationalization is very often spoken topic, however as coin has two 
sides is inevitable, before taking any action in terms of internationalization or foreign 
expansion, to consider also drawbacks of this process. 
OECD in 2009 presented report elaborated by university professors from United Kingdom 
where they points out following barriers of internationalization:  
- Restrictions – political and economical barriers of entry 
- Finance - shortage of working capital to finance internationalization 
- Access - limited information to analyse markets and identify foreign opportunities  
- Coverage - inability to contact and catch potential overseas customers 
- Business environment - unfamiliar business strategies 
- Capabilities - inadequate quantity of and/or untrained personnel, lack of managerial 
time and inability to meet product quality and standards (OECD, 2009). 
Report of OECD named barriers quite generally. Hence author of this thesis presents 
more detailed list of existing issues which the company should be aware when 
internationalizing, elaborated by Brooks et al. (2004):  
- Large-scale geographical changes in the distribution of manufacturing  
- Some economies specializing in manufacturing while others in service industry 
- Global recession and vastly differential national economic growth rates creating 
rapidly shifting patterns of global wealth and income distribution 
- Political and governmental interventions  
- Growth in the power and influence of economic and political unions, such as EU 
countries and BRIC economies – Brazil, Russia, India and China 
- Religious fundamentalism 
- Threat of international terrorism and insecurity 
- Increasing debate on the future role of government 
- The prevalence of long-term unemployment and under-employment 
- Increasing competition 
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- Atmospheric, water, space, land and noise pollution, resource depletion and water 
shortages 
- Global warming 
- Dynamic national and international cultures, mass migration and cultural interaction  
- Changing attitudes towards the family, health, crime and society. 
1.5 Models of globalization – internationalization processes 
There are many authors explaining process of globalization as Levitt, Dunning, 
Johanson and Mattsson, Uppsala and many more. They intend to offer a model while each of 
them puts the emphasis on the different tendencies and makes different assertions about 
critical factors influencing the process of globalization/internationalization.   
Bradley (1995) has suggested that the main models of internationalization are the life 
cycle of the product, the FDI and the transaction costs. In his turn, Hollensen (2004) has 
recommended the product life cycle, the Uppsala model, the transaction cost, the 
international business network and the globalization as model for internationalization. More 
recently, Rubaeva (2010) has dealt with Uppsala model, international network, Levitt´s 
model and eclectic models which are explained in more details in following subchapters.   
1.5.1 Levitt´s model 
Theodore Levitt (1983) was one of the first academics to write about globalization. 
As already mentioned in introduction, in 1983 he stated that technology is the driving force 
behind the globalization of markets and thus a ‘converging commonality’ in countries around 
the planet. His key assumption or hypothesis was that local tastes and preferences will vanish 
if the product is cheap enough. Implication of this so called standardization is that identical 
products will be sold in all markets and industries will be dominated by global corporations 
benefiting from huge economies of scale (Levitt, 1983). However, as customer´s preferences 
are constantly being shaped and reshaped, Buttle (2009) suggests that right product 
adjustment to the customer needs generates satisfied customer which is more likely to choose 
the product again, to react with less price sensitivity and to become resistant to other offers, 
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what possibly might create a competitive advantage. Loginova (2012) indicates that 
customization might mean the loss of economies of scale, thus growth of costs per unit, 
however, at the same time adds a solution called mass customization defining it as an attempt 
to perform make-to-order on a large scale, thus enjoying, above mentioned, benefits of 
economies of scale. 
1.5.2 “OLI” or “eclectic” approach 
It is a study of FDI developed by John Dunning (1981) which stands for Ownership, 
Location, and Internalization, three potential sources of advantage that may underlie a firm’s 
decision to become a multinational. 
- Ownership advantages are concerned with the control issue, the costs and benefits (risk) 
of inter-firm relationships and transactions, each multinational has some firm-specific 
advantages which allow it to overcome the costs of operating in a foreign country 
(technological know-how, control, amenability to license, …), 
- Internalization advantages are primarily concerned with reducing transaction and 
coordination costs, influence how a firm chooses to operate in a foreign country (import 
tariffs, quotas, transportation costs, …), 
- Location advantages are concerned with the resource commitment issue, the availability 
and cost of resources, focus on the question of where a multinational chooses to locate 
(labor, resource endowments and externalities).  
Table 3: Dunning´s OLI – eclectic framework (Source: Dunning, 1981) 
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1.5.3 Network model  
The network model of internationalization developed by Johanson and Mattsson 
(1988) allows for the influence of external actors or organizations on the internationalization 
of the firm. A network is a set of two or more connected business relationships (with 
customers, suppliers, the industry, distributors, regulatory and public agencies as well as 
other market actors) which create a market information and knowledge. 
The model comprises two dimensions:  
- The degree of internationalization of the market – so called process model developed by 
Johanson and Vahlne (1977) focusing on the importance of experiential knowledge of 
the firm in the international market  
- The degree of internationalization of the firm – focuses on the importance of external 
actors of a company. Because an important part of a company’s knowledge is often 
created and maintained through actors in its relevant networks (Welch and Welch, 
1996). 
Essentially, by being exposed to a greater number and variety of knowledge sources than if 
being relied solely on its internal capabilities, therefore being a part of network offers 
numerous opportunities for vicarious learning and develops foreign market position (Inkpen, 
1996). 
The majority of researches on foreign market entry has focused on entry mode selection, 
however what may be critical is the development of cooperative relationships with 
customers, suppliers or other business partners (Holm et al., 1996). 
Networking process 
- International extension - entering new foreign markets by virtue of its relationship to 
new foreign network partners. 
- Penetration - expanding its resource commitments in those markets that it already has a 
presence. 
- International integration - co-coordinating its international network activities spread 
around a number of countries. 
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Picture 1: Networking process (Source: Mukundakumar, 2012) 
 
Today´s literature offers a series of varying models and theoretical approaches to 
underpin and explain the term internationalization. This interdisciplinary field covers also 
phenomenas introduced in following subchapter.   
1.5.4 Models focusing on start-up of a company  
Are models focusing on how initial internal resources differ and how their resource 
performance continues. Schulz et al. (2009) defines them as: 
 - "born globals" or "instant internationals" – companies which from their very beginning 
have a global focus and commit their resources to international ventures, the whole world is 
their market place 
- „backsourcers" – companies who re-concentrate their international activities back to the 
home base 
 - "born regionals" - who gain their force from local embeddedness and never shift capacity 
beyond export activities. 
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1.5.5 Uppsala model 
Uppsala model was based on empirical observation from four Swedish manufacturers 
and influenced by the works of Penrose (1959), Cyert and March (1963), Aharoni (1966) 
Vernon (1966) and others and has contributed greatly to broader understanding of 
internationalization process of companies (Johanson and Vahlne, 1997). 
The model distinguishes four different steps of entering an international market, which can 
not be viewed independently of a company’s situation, market and the market knowledge.  
Step 1: No regular export activities (sporadic export) 
Step 2: Export via independent representative (export mode) 
Step 3: Establishment of a foreign sales subsidiary 
Step 4: Foreign production/manufacturing (Hollensen, 2004). 
 
Table 4: Internationalization of firm by Uppsala (Source: Forsgren and Johanson, 1992) 
 
 
Uppsala´s model clearly states that for the firm to successfully operate on foreign 
market is needed ´tacit´ market knowledge which might be acquired through a firm´s own 
operations on foreign market, by engaging in foreign environments. The more knowledge 
that is generated through own operations the lower perceived market risk, and consequently 
a higher level of investments. This can therefore be seen as a management learning process 
based on the “learning by doing” reasoning (Forsgren, 2002).  
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1.5.6 Summary of presented models  
To sum up all five models mentioned in chapter 1.5 Models of globalization, author 
of this thesis opt succinct table below 
Table 5: Models of globalization (Source: author of the thesis) 
Models of globalization - Internationalization process 
Levitt´s model OLI - eclectic 
framework 
Networking 
model 
Born globals, 
regionals, ... 
Uppsala model 
Standardization  
Ownership 
 
Internalization 
 
Location 
Local and 
foreign 
business 
relationships 
Scope 
vs. 
embeddedness 
Market 
knowledge 
Physic distance 
Relationships 
with customers, 
suppliers, ... 
Market 
commitment 
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1.6 Modes of entry 
Terpstra (1987) asserts that the selection of entry mode is one of the most critical 
decisions made by firms in the international arena. Establishing objectives prior to further 
development provides direction and focus for the company`s thrust into international 
markets.  
Company has to consider the level of risk (how risk will influence firm investment 
strategies and how perceived levels of risk will predict levels of control) management is 
willing to assume and the level of control (the ability to influence systems, methods and 
decisions, an antecedent for determining potential risks and rewards for entering foreign 
markets) management wants to provide (Anderson and Gatignon 1986; Brouthers, 1995). 
Moreover, into consideration has to be taken also variety of industry and firm-specific 
factors, including size, advertising intensity, industry growth and industry concentration 
(Caves and Mehra 1986; Douglas and Craig, 1995).  
Each company can has couple of entry modes to choose from. Depending on whether 
to enter through internalization of the activities within its own boundaries with full control, 
or through some form of collaboration with a partner (Pehrsson, 2008). Root (1988) groups 
them into three categories, as follows:  
(a) export entry modes - indirect and direct exporting,  
(b) non-equity modes, contractual entry modes - licensing, franchising, turnkey projects and 
strategic alliances, 
(c) equity modes, investment entry modes - joint ventures and FDI (mergers, acquisitions or 
wholly owned subsidiary). 
Ample literature suggests various benefits that might arise from corporate 
combinations. Most of these benefits result from synergy. Synergistic benefits may result 
from the acquisition of human or financial capital, horizontal or vertical integration, entrance 
into foreign markets, R&D efforts, and the exploitation of existing products or licensed 
processes, among others (Root, 1988; Gomes-Casseres, 1996; Tobin, 2009). 
„Firm is nexus of a set of contracting relationships among individuals“ 
(Curwen, 1976, p.31) 
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1.6.1 Exports  
Rugman et al. (1981) define exports as goods and services produced by a firm in one 
country and then being distributed and sold in another country, as main drivers of 
international trade. Exporting entails limited risk, expense and initial knowledge of foreign 
markets and transactions and that is why most organizations prefer exporting as their primary 
foreign market strategy (UK Essays, 2013). There are two options of for export: 
To participate in international business in form of direct exports – direct channels – 
means to export directly to the customer. It determines the ability to establish a direct contact 
with a foreign trading partner, to have the best opportunity for direct participation in foreign 
transactions, to maintain a partial or full control over the foreign marketing plan and to better 
protect trademarks and goodwill of a firm (Canabal and White, 2008; UK Essays, 2013). 
Although direct exporting offers potentially greater profits and challenges, start-up costs are 
higher due to greater information requirements and also the risk is higher. The basic criterion 
is control, the amount of authority delegated to the foreign partner and the need for after-sale 
service (Cavusgil et al., 2002). 
To participate in international business in form of indirect exports - indirect channels 
- means to contract intermediaries (such as TMCs and EMCs) to perform export functions – 
to find foreign buyers in the target market, to deliver a proper documentation and packaging, 
to ship products and receive payments. It minimizes risks, it allows a firm to start with no 
incremental investments in capital and low start-up costs (Cavusgil et al., 2002; UK Essays, 
2013). However, it may result in loss of profit due to intermediary´s final pricing control and 
the further reputation of a firm may also be influenced by the reputation of an intermediary 
(Pehrsson, 2006). 
1.6.2 Licensing and franchising 
Licensing is a business arrangement in which one company sells license - gives 
another company permission to manufacture its product and to use intellectual property 
rights, such as trademarks, patents, or technology, under defined conditions (Staff, 2015; 
Investorwords.com, 2015).  
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In licensing agreements is usual, that local licensee has considerable autonomy in designing 
the products into which it incorporates the licensed characters. Despite the low level of local 
involvement required from the international licensor, the business is essentially local and is 
in shape of local business that holds the license. As a result, import barriers such as regulation 
or tariffs do not apply (Arnold, 2003). However, such contracts creates competition. 
Basically, competitor has a right to use the same production possesses which uses the 
licensor. Moreover, the risk with a license is that it increases exposure of firm`s confidential, 
proprietary production process. The more people knowing company´s process, the higher the 
risk of breach of confidentiality (Armstrong and Sweeney, 1994).  
Franchising means using another company´s successful business model and brand 
name to operate as an independent branch of the company (Alon, 2010). It is basically a 
specialized form of licensing in which the franchiser not only sells intangible property 
(normally a trademark) to the franchisee, but also insists that the franchisee agree to abide by 
strict rules as to how it does the business. The franchiser will also often assist the franchisee 
to run the business on an ongoing basis. As with licensing, the franchiser typically receives 
a royalty payment, which amounts to some percentage of the franchisee’s revenues (Hill, 
2011). This form of entry offers benefits of so called pre-sold customer base which would 
ordinarily takes years to establish. It provides an established product or service which may 
already enjoy widespread brand-name recognition. However, is not completely independent, 
it needs to operate according to some regulations and restriction from a part of franchiser. 
Moreover, it is accompanied by couple of fees required to be paid (Franchise.org, 2015).  
Hadfield (1990) differentiates between franchising and licensing by focusing on two key 
dimensions: ownership and control.  
Conversely, licensing is a form of market contracting where the licensor does not 
exercise control on the partners’ local market operations and marketing activities, however 
uses its local market assets. 
Franchiser excercises a considerable degree of control over the use of its system-
specific assets and complementary local market assets, however is much closer to the 
independent contracting model. 
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1.6.3 Turnkey projects 
Hill (2011) gives a description of a turnkey projects as a preparation of a facility 
where a single contractor acquires and sets up all necessary premises, equipment, supplies 
and operating personnel to bring a project to a state of operational readiness. Sometimes the 
contractor continues to operate the facility for the customer, so the level of risk is perhaps 
high and the level of control low, in other cases the customer assumes operational control. 
Turnkey facilities are appropriate for customers who are unable to perform or wish to avoid 
their own sub-contracting for ordering and testing components acquired from several 
vendors. However, this kind of entry mode requires high opening capital.  
1.6.4 Joint ventures  
While mergers involve joining together of two companies with the resultant 
formation of one larger company (Tobin, 2009), joint ventures arise as the result of 
managerial desire for efficient risk sharing and may be characterized as a combination of the 
resources of two or more companies to accomplish some objective under the combined 
management of the parent companies, with the original parent companies’ management 
remaining intact (McConnell and Nantell, 1985).  
1.6.5 Strategic alliances 
Strategic alliances, only subtly different from joint ventures, may be characterized as 
contractual business agreements to pool resources and engage in a new business venture with 
or without an equity investment (Tobin, 2009). Firms enter into alliances to achieve goals 
that they might find difficult to attain on their own, but they are also confronted with the 
possibility that their partner may act opportunistically, what indicates a certain level of risk, 
however the level of control as well as (in)dependency remains at the side of the particular 
partner (Mukundakumar, 2014).  
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1.6.6 Mergers and acquisitions 
Weston and Weaver (2004) only confirm that merger is any transaction that forms 
one economic unit from two or more previous units. In mergers, the combining companies 
engage to prior negotiations which may ultimately lead to a transaction and are usually led 
in a friendly way. Merging firms transfer capabilities, cut costs, and achieve synergy by 
integrating management decision making as well as departments and functions such as 
marketing, inventory, IT and others (Weber et al., 2014) and that is where, according to 
Furfine and Rosen (2011), the default risk may arise from different managerial actions.  
Acquisition is also a transaction forming one economic unit from two previous units, 
however it refers to the takeover of one entity by another. It is mechanism for conveying or 
transferring ownership of assets or stock and associated liabilities from the target to the 
acquiring firm, hence smaller company is often consumed and ceases to exist, and its assets 
become part of the larger company. Process is usually labeled as unfriendly as the stronger 
firm swallows the target firm, overtakes the whole control, as well as all the risks related with 
this transaction (DePamphilis, 2011; Investopedia.com, 2015).  
1.6.7 Wholly owned subsidiary 
Hill (2011) defines it as an entity that is completely owned by another company called 
the parent or holding company. This entry mode gives the best chance to maximize the 
potential returns on its valuable assets and monitor the use of firm specific advantage just by 
establishing replicas of the parent firm abroad, by establishing green field (Rugman, 1981). 
These so-called replicas – subsidiaries are influenced by strategic relevance of their location, 
but also by the level of resources and capabilities being able to develop (Bartlett and Goshal, 
1989). They are not only performing the tasks coming from centre, but also play their own 
active role in corporate development (Hill, 2011). When company looks for some degree of 
trade-off between risk and control, since exporting is denied by high transport costs, and 
licensing faces the risk of dissipation of the firm specific advantage, wholly owned subsidiary 
may be the preferred one (Rugman, 1981; Woods, 1995). 
For full list of advantages and disadvantages of each entry mode see Appendix 1.  
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1.7 Strategic analysis, analytical tools of strategic management  
Strategic analysis is theoretically informed understanding of the environment in 
which an organization is operating, or attempt to operate together with an understanding its 
interaction with environment in order to improve efficiency and effectiveness by increasing 
capacity to deploy and redeploy its resources intelligently (Worrell, 1998). Evaluation of the 
environment is very important base for any strategic decision. Any strategic decision, 
therefore also an expansion of the company, directly related with a selection of mode of entry. 
Each of these options - entry modes has advantages and disadvantages. The magnitude of the 
benefits and drawbacks associated with each of them is determined by e.g. transport costs, 
trade barriers, political risks, economic risks, business risks, costs and firm´s strategy, hence 
factors, critical factors which needs to be analyzed (Hill, 2011). 
Particularly, analytical tools evaluate and define critical factors and characteristics of 
external and internal business environment for a company attempting to enter a foreign 
market (Koleňák et al., 2008). They are the key to ensure that consistency and an appropriate 
level of rigour is applied to the analysis. Their aim is to sharpen the focus of the analysis and 
to ensure a methodical, balanced approach (Donnelly et al., 2007). 
However, all analytical tools rely on historical, backward looking data to extrapolate 
future assumptions, therefore is very important to interpret and select reasonably all the 
analysis results (Fox, 2009).  
1.7.1 Generally recognized factors recommended when entering a foreign market  
Characteristics-factors of external and internal business environment are designed as 
universal, therefore applicable for evaluation of the environment, which the company will 
operate in. They particularly emphasize the need to analyze general ambient of the company 
however, they do not determine specifically the environment of a certain country and market. 
Therefore, their usage has to be adjusted for a particular need.  
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Author of this thesis presents several sets/classification of factors based on a key 
analysis of PESTLE and PORTER according to Pearce and Robinson (1995), Hitt et al. 
(1997), Keřkovský and Vykypěl (2002) found in Koleňák et al. (2008). 
Economic performance        Membership in international org. 
- Domestic economy - Employment and labour market 
       GDP and its trend        Unemployment rate 
       Monetary stability        Economically active population 
       - Inflation and interest rate        Educational attainment of labor force 
       External debt        Diversity readiness of working force 
       Degree of personal savings        Approaches to working environment 
       Capacity of market for products        Legal framework on employment  
       Prices Political performance 
- Efficiency of banking - Government performance 
       Banking and financing system         Form of government 
       Forms of loan        Composition of government 
       Costs of local loans        Leading political parties 
       Behavior and influence of stock-market        Key authorities and branches 
- International trade        Political risk and stability 
       International investments        Foreign policy  
       Local availability of convertible currency        Approach to the foreign investments  
       Exchange rates        Regional instability 
       Exports - Tax regulations 
       Imports        Income tax rates 
       Custom duties        Value Added Tax 
       Import barriers - Other laws and regulations 
       Relations with neighbouring countries        Antitrust regulations 
       FTAs        Immigration Law 
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Infrastructure 
 
Business performance 
- Basic infrastructure - Business legislation 
      Transport infrastructure  - Additional corporate taxes  
      Availability of local raw materials  - Availability of TMCs, EMCs 
      Availability of energy (water, gas, 
electricity, ...)  
- Manufacturing/Production capacity  
- Technological infrastructure - Customers and partners  
      Necessity of inovation  - Power of suppliers   
      Research and development (R&D)  - Power of customers  
Social framework  - Competitors – rivalry  
- Health and safety - Availability of substitutes  
Civil war - Entry barriers  
Armed forces - Approaches to management practices  
- Environment - Approaches to promotion 
Interest on environment  
- Education   
Students within population  
Level of universities   
Demography and geography   
- Population intensity and age structure   
- Geographical segmentation   
- Ethnic structure and religion  
- Language 
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1.8 Literature summary  
Globalization is the most slippery, dangerous and important buzzword of the late 
twentieth century. It is slippery because too often it is used as a powerful and simplistic 
justification for the endless expansion of unregulated capitalistic relations into every part of 
life in every corner of the globe (Wiseman, 1998). With a purpose to decrease this kind of 
risky feature of globalization, authors are constantly trying to develop models and clearly 
identify modes to keep globalization in certain limits.  
Each model has different purpose and is based on different assumptions – Levitt´s 
model (1983) on standardization, Dunning´s (1981) on significant company´s advantages, 
Johanson and Mattsson´s (1988) on creating a network, other models focusing on start-ups 
of a company as born globals or regionals and also as last presented, Uppsala´s model on 
market knowledge.  
Companies have different strategies, different advantages, bases and knowledge. 
Consciousness of these particulars and therefore linking the best model might support them 
by choosing the best way of going international.  However, an appropriate model is only first 
step, which is directly followed by assignment of the right entry mode. 
All above presented entry modes have advantages as well as disadvantages and each 
of those depends on many factors which the company needs to consider when selecting a 
mode. Many authors base their analysis focusing on key dimensions: ownership and control.  
Exports is so-called light mode of entry as it is related with very low risk, it avoids 
substantial costs and has wide application, however it is threatened by tariff barriers, almost 
no control over the business activities and the need for handling all the logistics and technical 
support (Hill, 2011). 
Licensing, as the next entry mode, maybe does not require high capital and substantial 
financial resources, however confidential, proprietary production process and technological 
know-how is being exposed, very similarly as in case of franchising where operating, 
distribution and advertising cost are being reduced, however it creates dependency on second 
party – franchisor. Therefore in both modes, risks are decreasing linear with control 
(Franexcel.com, 2015; Hill, 2011; Cogan, 1962; Mendelsohn, 1998; Sherman, 2004). 
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Although, strategic alliances lack control and might result in merged reputations, they 
enhances productive capacity and overcome legal entry barriers. Turnkey projects also avoids 
political and economic risks of certain country, on the other hand they result in low return on 
valuable know-how what is seen as disadvantageous (Hill, 2011; Huse, 2002; Sharan, 2011).  
Companies choosing joint venture might definitely benefit from local´s partner 
knowledge of the environment and sharing development costs and risks, however they also 
might lack the control over the technology and decisions moreover, particularly these 
business relationships might result in conflicts and battles (Hill, 2011; Rpemery.com, 2015). 
Internal conflicts might appear also in mergers together with possible duplicates, 
however they are able to create network economies, shift risks and benefit from economies 
of scale (Pettinger, 2012). 
Although, as the main disadvantage of acquisitions is considered the difference in 
objectives and managerial techniques together with integration problems, acquisitions offers 
new resources and competencies, market power and reduced costs due to economies of scale 
(Finkelstein and Cooper, 2012; Chaurasiya, 2015). 
Last but not least, wholly owned subsidiary offers fully control over the business unit, 
however it requires high initial and continuing costs, risks and uncertainty (Hill, 2011). 
To sum up literature summary, author of this thesis considers following graph as the 
most cogent in terms of identification entry modes´ level of risk, control and dependency. 
 
Picture 2: Entry mode regarding level of control, risk and dependency (Source: Evans, 2011) 
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2 COMPANY OVERVIEW 
Heinrich Huhn GmbH & Co KG is one of the leading manufacturers of metal 
stampings headquartered in Drolshagen-Hützemert, Germany. 
The company’s international orientation is underscored by its Slovakian production 
facility which was founded in Vráble in 1995 and is called HUHN PressTech. Including this 
daughter subsidiary HH employs around 415 employees. 
2.1 Scope of business 
The company´s product range encompass variety of metal products shipped as 
individual components, or as complete assemblies for a wide variety of divers applications. 
HH offers from engeneering, prototyping, tool making, through forming and stamping 
technology, assembly expertise, additional processing to surface finishing. It dispose of 15 
enormous stamping presses, which are eligible for variety of tools, which allow to produce 
components of any shape and almost any size. These machines produce more than 75 mil of 
components annually, which find its application in many industrial sectors, particularly in 
automotive manufacturers and their suppliers.  
Product mix is narrow with high consistency, products are manufactured in series and 
its operational life is about 6 to 7 years. Company has four product lines: 
- Components of the brake servo (40 products) 
- Components of disc brakes (60 products) 
- Components drum brakes (16 products) 
- Other (any other metal stampings) 
 
Picture 3: HH´s product mix (Source: Internal documents of HH) 
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2.2 External environment 
External ambient of HH is a network of customers, suppliers and competitors which are as 
follows: 
Important customers 
   • TRW (Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc) - American company producing brake systems, 
steering systems, active and passive security systems and complementary interior products 
in cars. 
  • Continental automotive - German company that has comprehensive know-how in the field 
of tires, brake technology, vehicle dynamics control, electronics and sensor systems (for map 
of HH customers see Appendix 2). 
Important suppliers 
  • Vöstalpine - Austrian company divided into five divisions: steel, special steel, railway 
systems, automotive and profiled forms. 
  • ArcelorMittal Gonvarri SSC Slovakia - is the Steel Service Center for the processing of flat 
rolled steel and aluminium coils to sheets and trapezoids. The company is designed to provide 
all products linked to Automotive and Industry needs. 
 • ThyssenKrupp Stal Serwis Polska – supplier of first class flat steel products regarding 
surface quality and dimensional compliance, which has established itself under the roof of 
the biggest steel logistics and service center of ThyssenKrupp in eastern Europe.  
Competition 
  • CIE-Group Ltd - supplies 30% of the market with comprehensive product portfolio for the 
process industry and OEM1 business sector. 
• UNITOOLS offers mold for complex stampings, free-form surfaces or molded parts that 
contain special features (internal documents of HH).   
2.3 Distribution politics  
Transport of products provides customer himself at his own expense, which is 
specific for automotive industry. 
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The company applies zero-level distribution channel, into which do not enter any distribution 
intermediaries (agents or distributors), products are shifted by the company directly to the 
customer. 
Merchandising itself covers planning, implementation and management of physical 
and information flows of materials and finished products from the place of manufacturing to 
the place of particular customers (Poland, Czech Republic, France, Great Britain, Mexico, 
Brazil and South Africa). 
The most important physical distribution costs include costs of maintaining inventory 
levels and storage. The task is to create such physical distribution system that minimizes the 
total cost of maintaining and storing supplies. 
2.4 Hierarchy of the whole process 
Company HH has no product that would be offered in the market. In automotive sector close 
cooperation on vertical level is carried out: 
- OEM1 – car factories specify their requirements and demand products from system 
contractors/suppliers - TIER 1 
- TIER 1 - System contractors/suppliers (assembly work, electronics) specify the 
requirements and demand possibilities and solutions for manufacturers of components - 
TIER 2 
- TIER 2 – produces the individual components that system contractors/suppliers comprise 
to complete sub-assemblies and sell directly to car factories.  
- TIER 3 – delivers the raw materials to individual components producers - TIER 2. 
HH falls under TIER 2, that means that is a supplier of system contractor.  
Production projects are performed for car companies as Daimlerer, GM, PSA, BMW, Jaguar, 
Land Rover for customers TRW Lucas Varity and Continental Automotive (Sarokin, 2015; 
Škulec, 2015).  
 
1Original Equipment Manufacturer - refers to a company that makes a final product for the 
consumer marketplace (Sarokin, 2015). 
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2.5 Analysis of efficiency and importance of particular fields 
Author of this thesis intends to present a following chart ranking HH´s fields 
according to efficiency and importance to bring a valuable overview of its operations. 
Table 6: HH´s efficiency and importance (Source: Internal documents of HH, 2015) 
FIELD 
Efficiency Importance 
++ + 0 - -- high middle low 
MARKETING 
Reputation x     x   
Market share x     x   
Quality x     x   
Production costs  x    x   
Distribution costs  x     x  
Effectiveness of PR   x     x 
R&D x     x   
Geographic coverage x     x   
FINANCE 
Costs  x    x   
Profitability   x   x   
Financial stability   x   x   
PRODUCTION 
Machinery x     x   
Change elasticity    x    x  
Capacity  x    x   
Workforce  x    x   
Deadline meets  x    x   
Technical abilities  x    x   
ORGANISATION 
Employees´ loyalty  x    x   
Adjustment   x   x   
Business orientation   x   x   
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2.6 McKinsey 7S model 
The reason why the author has chosen McKinsey 7S model to analyze internal 
business environment, is because it is a tool that analyses firm’s organizational design by 
looking at seven key internal elements: strategy, structure, systems, shared values, style, staff 
and skills in order to identify whether they are effectively aligned and whether they allow 
organization to achieve its objectives (Jurevicius, 2013). 7S model of HH is build according 
to company´s webpage (www.heinrich-huhn.de/de/) and internal documents of HH. 
2.6.1 Strategy  
Strategy is a plan devised to maintain and build competitive advantage over the 
competition in the market (Hill, 2011). As mentioned above company´s mission and vision 
clearly states intent to create a model of corporate culture that is characterized by 
responsibility, trust, team spirit, tolerance and fairness, as well as motivated and well-trained 
staff. Moreover, to be a reliable partner that utilizes a level of technics in order to 
provide/supply a global market with high-quality metal products at competitive prices. 
Company is committed to quality, economy, absolute reliability and continuous 
implementation of new processes and technologies what only proofs its innovative spirit led 
by HH´s motto: 
„Good quality starts where the ordinary one ends.“ 
Company´s strategic objectives are:  
 full customer´s satisfaction - Today's earnings ensures tomorrow existence and future 
development of company and satisfied customers are the prerequisite. That is why all 
the company´s activities are evaluated from the perspective of the customer. HH is 
aware that in global competition succeed only those companies that offer satisfactory 
ratio between price and quality performance - quality of products, processes and 
compliance with promised deadlines. 
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 high-level of management and employee orientation – „Our employees are our 
capital.” Company promotes cooperative management style and follow generally 
accepted ethical values, fundamental rights and its own rules. 
 high level of supplier´s partnership – Company is aware that the result of its work 
depends just on the quality of purchased goods/materials and services. Therefore, 
very high importance is assigned to the excellent relationships with suppliers. 
 environmental responsibility – It is an integral part of its processes. The smallest 
possible burden on the soil, water, air and also friendly use of resources are minimum 
requirements. 
 occupational health and safety - Ensuring sustained performance of business goes 
hand in hand with the protection of individual colleagues from the possible health 
hazards of working character. 
 continuous improvement/progress - The purpose of the strategy of continuous 
improvement at all corporate levels is: 
- to achieve the optimal balance between critical indicators of competition, time, 
quality and cost and its constant improvement; 
- to strengthen the sense of responsibility within all the collaborators; 
- to include in the problem-solving process higher skills of collaborators and 
thereby increase corporate problem solving capacity; 
- to uncover waste and reduce it immediately.  
2.6.2 Structure 
Structure of HH is hierarchical, therefore follows the layout of a pyramid, what 
means that every employee is subordinate to someone else within the company. This structure 
allows to promote developing employees as a specialists. Basically they narrow their field of 
focus, might become experts in specific function and maintain high level of loyalty to their 
department. 
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Levels of leadership as well as responsibilities are well recognized within the 
company, which continually tries to keep an effective communication across departments 
and minimize rivalry among them.  
Germany´s headqarters has seven division: technical sales, purchasing/IT, R&D, 
production/tool making, quality, maintenance and training centre 
Slovak´s subsidiary has four divisions: administration, production, quality and maintenance 
2.6.3 Systems 
Internal information system is built on the SAP operating system, which allows to 
monitor and record all information necessary to the functioning of the company. The system 
provides detailed information on the material, standards for storage and transport, working 
procedures, logistics flow processes as well as on orders, suppliers, invoices etc. 
For detailed information and control of employees is used personnel operating system 
Personal H. The system provides, in addition to basic information about employees, also 
attendance record, payroll and remuneration, health and social insurance. 
The system of quality stands on several necessary documents from customer 
management error, claim form, through labels and management of manufacturing, designing 
solutions (eg. 3x5 why, Ishikawa, ...), direct communication with customers to various 
analyses and reports. 
2.6.4 Shared Values 
The most important company values are responsibility, trust, team spirit, tolerance 
and fairness which company considers as the basis for profitable business growth.  
2.6.5 Skills 
Company HH manufactures highly specified products, therefore the whole process of 
manufacturing requires very skilled workers with special education corresponding with 
production needs. Company points this out, as lack of educated workers is generally 
recognised.  
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Environment of production halls of the company is rated as security highly 
demanding,  therefore is very important to ensure well-trained staff confident about its 
responsibilities and high level of discipline on the workplace. In case of Slovak subsidiary, 
high importance is assigned to the skill of german language, because communication between 
mother and daughter company takes place in german.  
2.6.6 Staff 
Company can boast a relatively young and innovative team of approximately 130 
employees in Slovakia and 285 in Germany. Many of the employees work for company 
several years what also indicates level of rewards and recognition, motivation and assignment 
to appropriate work and conseqently also their level of experience and loayalty.   
2.6.7 Style 
Mother company the same as daughter is led by one CEO, who figures as executive 
head and director. Each department has around 3-4 employees who reports to the team 
leader/manager of the department, continously to the operational manager and eventually to 
the CEO.  
Specifically, in the environment of production hall, for each part there is production 
foreman who coordinates process of each particular division and reports to the technical 
manager.  
Company tries to keep all the employees informed by intranet and also by up-to-date 
boards. Emphasized is also the contact between offices and production halls by using mobile 
phones.  
For interview with CEO of HUHN PressTech, Vráble see Appendix 3. 
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2.7 HH and models of internationalization  
Author of this thesis presents the theory on globalization models in order to offer a 
base – model which HH should focus on when further internationalizing. Because 
considering of current strategy and future goals (in terms of future internationalization) of 
analyzed company HH and its linkage with an appropriate model might indicate its right 
direction.  
Going model by model, following internal analysis of the company and trying to link 
with models, the author allocate following conclusions.  
As the company manufacture in form of customization, linking and implication of 
Levitt´s model of standardization might result in some difficulties. Standardization model 
would possibly bring economies of scale, however more feasible seems the alternative of 
Loginova (2012) who offers a solution called mass customization defining it as an attempt to 
perform make-to-order on a large scale, thus enjoying benefits of economies of scale. 
Eclectic paradigm might be preferred one, as the company possess technological 
competitive advantage – company owns machinery which is able to produce components of 
any shape and almost any size, therefore this advantage may underlie a company’s decision 
to internationalize. Company operates primarily in automotive industry, where all the costs 
related with delivery are paid by customer. Therefore internalization advantage is not the one 
to benefit from. Location advantage – Mexico might be advantageous for more reasons which 
will be explained later on by country factors, but mostly because it is booming market with 
cheap workforce. However, is very remoted what also negates a feasibility of networking 
model, as it would be quite demanding to create a sophisticated network in. 
Born globals as well as born regionals model is out of topic, as the company started 
as regional and have slowly expanded its operation. Company might become a backsourcer, 
however in today´s conditions the model is inapplicable.  
As mentioned above company HH has one subsidiary in Slovakia, which was set after 
years of exporting, in 1995. This case almost exactly follows Uppsala model together with 
Butler´s (2012) recommendation. According to them, company attempting to 
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internationalize, should choose a country which is culturally close and where the company 
assess the experiential knowledge.  
However, author of this thesis deals with topic of critical factors while going to 
Mexico. Mexico in remoted country (in relation to Germany/Slovakia) in all aspects. First of 
all, is physic distance, environmental conditions, legal and political system, language gap 
and in general, Mexico is culturally very distant country. And hence comes the question, why 
Mexico? Because Douglas and Craig (1995) reason the motivation in establishing a business 
according to more relevant factors as market growth, sources, shipping costs, labor costs, 
taxes, logistics and technology. These factors indicate just to emerging markets, which may 
be politically instable, but present great potential (Hill, 2011). Mexico is one of the emerging 
economic giants with great geographical position – in LA and next to US.  
Company HH has been exporting to Mexico already 4 years. And not only to Mexico 
but also to its almost neighbouring country, Brazil. Export to these two countries present 17% 
of its overall production. Daughter company HUHN PressTech exports 3,6% (Brazil) and 
4,3% (Mexico) of HH´s overall production. LA customers are namely Frenos y Mecanismos 
and Continental do Brazil. Export to Mexico is realised once a week and to Brazil twice a 
month (Škulec, 2015). Successful exports indicates that the company has already sufficient 
market knowledge and satisfied customers on LA market, therefore has a certain competitve 
position. According to Uppsala, which author of this thesis assumes as the model for HH, 
company should develop its operations and build its further internationalization just on 
mentioned drivers.  
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2.8 Summary of HH`s internal overview 
Scope of business of HH encompasses variety of metal products, presented within 
rapidly growing industry of metal stamping, finding their application within various fields as 
aerospace, consumer electronics, transportation, telecommunication, healthcare and 
precision engineering, but mainly within accelerating automotive industry. 
Company is assigned to the close cooperation on vertical level, it performs as a 
supplier of a system contractor, as a TIER 2, producing the individual components for sub-
assemblies, for car factories. It operates without any intermediaries, without any agents what 
indicates direct and very close cooperation with its partners and this way company is able to 
meet its objective of high level of customer satisfaction as well as high level of supplier`s 
partnership the best. However, HH suffers from profound lack of effective advertisement. 
Starting with almost zero level of internal advertisement, continuing with unadequate 
simplicity of webpages to almost none promotion in the localities of production and 
elsewhere around.  
HH is not a big company, however with a good reputation within its customers and 
suppliers and highly benefiting from its location, able to cover the demand. Enormous 
machinery as such, its quality, efficiency and reliability of the production are intensified by 
the fact that company is able to customize – to manufacture product precisely meeting 
customer`s requirements. Company is committed to quality, economy, absolute reliability 
and continuous implementation of new processes and technologies, however, company`s 
elasticity to change results in very small numbers. It negatively influences its performance 
and the company payed for it especially during the global crisis in 2009 which affected 
mostly automotive industry. Company needed to react for extreme change, however 
management of the company had remained a bit resistant in terms of change. For example, 
company has a potential to diversify to other industrial sectors (e.g. white technics) what 
might outline its opportunity, however low change acceptance overlapped it. 
High level of management and employee orientation, presented by motto “Our 
employees are our capital” is turned in employee`s loyalty and consequently in well done 
job. Small number of 415 employees indicates their tight collaboration, what creates positive 
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environment inside the company. These facts are just approved by a model of corporate 
culture, which is characterized by responsibility, trust, team spirit, tolerance and fairness, as 
well as motivated, well-trained staff.  
HH provides exports to its customers to Poland, Czech Republic, France, Great 
Britain, Mexico, Brazil and South Africa. These successful exports, which outline a certain 
business network in the particular country, present a quality base for further 
intenationalization.  
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3 INDUSTRY OVERVIEW 
Metal stamping refers to a metal forming process in which a metal sheet is punched 
or pressed by a die to form the desired metal shape. In this process are used materials - metals 
as steel, stainless steel, brass, aluminium, and copper (Reportlinker, 2014). Increasing usage 
of metal in various fields such as automotive, aerospace, consumer electronics, 
transportation, telecommunication, healthcare and precision engineering caused also 
increased demand for metal working and metal stamping tools. However, prices of the raw 
material are growing as well, what might jeopardize a bit this growth.  
Companies such as Alcoa Inc., ThyssenKrupp AG, American Axle & Manufacturing 
Holdings and Magna International are considered as a global key players in metal stamping 
industry. Other prominent vendors in the market are Amtek Engineering, Chrysler Group, 
Harvey Vogel Manufacturing, Micro Stamping Corporation, BMW AG, Martinrea 
International, Toyota, Volkswagen, Whirlpool, Tower International, Boeing, General 
Motors, Ford Motor Company, Fiat, and Shiloh Industries Automotive manufacturers 
themselves remain the largest stamping firms of the industry globally, but 25% of their 
stamping requirements are outsourced to independent firms (PRWeb, 2014). 
The industry is in Mexico expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate of 
3,02% during the period 2014-2019 and one of the key factors contributing to this growth is 
the growing demand from the automotive industry (TheFabricator, 2014). And as Guide of 
doing business in Mexico (2012) informs, primary opportunities lie in the sale of stamping 
dies, which are the products of the highest added value in Mexico.  
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4 ANALYSIS OF GENERALLY RECOGNIZED FACTORS 
WHEN DOING BUSINESS IN MEXICO 
Each business is influenced by the environment is presented in. Because 
understanding and determining critical environmental factors allows the company to take an 
advantage in maximizing not only current operations, but also its future objectives, especially 
foreign operations. So, when company considers foreign business, it inevitably needs to 
consider all the conditions of its future ambient. Moreover, as Koleňák et al. (2008) states, 
to deliver a good environmental analysis, writer should take into account scope and purpose 
of the business. In chapter 1.7.1 is listed wide majority of different factors determining an 
environment of a country. Author of this thesis applies them to Mexico and to 
stamping/automotive industry as presented below.  
4.1 Factors determining economic performance  
Mexico is the second largest economy in LA. After the Peso Crisis in 1994, Mexico 
returned to steady growth rates. One of the biggest progress of Mexican economy came with 
entering North America Free Trade Area (NAFTA) in 1994 (see Appendix 4) what stabilised 
its economy, however, another point of view considers dependance on the USA as a 
drawback of this huge emerging market (Villarreal and Cid, 2008). 
4.1.1 Domestic economy  
GDP - The gross domestic product (GDP) is one the primary indicators used to gauge the 
health of a country's economy. Is typically expressed as comparison to previous periods. First 
nine months of 2014 Mexican GDP resulted in 1,9 % growth and in 2015 it is expected to be 
between 2 and 2,5%. Automotive sector accounts for 4% of the national GDP and 
manufacturing production for 20% (Tradingeconomics.com, 2014a; Automotive Meetings, 
2014). 
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Monetary stability – Although, Mexico can pride on macroeconomic stability, which has 
reduced inflation and interest rates to record lows and has increased per capita income, 
enormous gaps remain between the urban and the rural population, the northern and southern 
states, and the rich and the poor. These gaps together with income inequality, tax system and 
labor laws still results plenty of issues (Compareyourcountry.org, 2015).  
- Inflation -  In 2014, the inflation rate in Mexico was measured only at 4,08% however, 
consumer prices rose at 0,55% driven by higher electricity cost what might negatively 
influence also other fields, for exmple industries using a big amounts of electricity 
(OECD 2014, Tradingeconomics.com, 2014b).  
- Interest rate - Interest rate decisions are taken by the Bank of Mexico (Banco de México) 
which has adopted as an operating target - the overnight interbank rate instead of the 
level of commercial banks’ current account balances at the central bank. Interest rate in 
Mexico averaged 5,51% from 2005 until 2015, last recorded at 3,1%. In October of 2005 
it reached hight of 9,25%, in 2009 with global crisis it only increased and since that 
keeps on decrease. Record low of 3% was captured in June of 2013 (Bancodemexico, 
2015; Tradingeconomics.com, 2015a). 
External debt – the portion of Mexico´s debt that was borrowed from foreign lenders 
increased to 2486,71 MXN Bil in April 2015. To compare with, for example, United 
Kingdom (354 675 GBP Mil = 86,38357 MXN Bil), the amount of Mexican debt might 
indicate weaker economy, inability to produce and sell goods and make profitable return 
(Data.worldbank.org, 2015a). 
 
Degree of personal savings – money that Mexicans put away for non-immediate use 
decreased to 19,4% in 2014 (Tradingeconomics.com, 2015b). Personal savings might help 
households to reduce their debt burden, however this highly depend on income growth, 
accordingly on employment rate. 
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Capacity of market – Many economists call Mexican market as booming market, as its 
capacity in all main fields has grown rapidly. In 2012 Mexico has enacted package of nine 
new laws widening the market for electric industry, wind and thermal power while oil and 
gas industry was reinforced by reform signed in 2013. Automotive industry production 
capacity has grown by more than 650 000 units per year (the equivalent to a 14% increase of 
the production) (Bierzwinsky et al., 2014; Ribando et al. 2015; PWC, 2015).  
 
Prices – Mexico standard of living is deduced from data presented by World Bank defining 
level of prices starting with prices of resources (water, gas, electricity, …), prices of living, 
health care, food prices, hotel and restaurant prices to shopping prices. Mexican households 
spend on average 21% of their gross adjusted disposable income on keeping a roof over their 
head, what is over the OECD average of 18%. Other factors remain in the middle in 
comparison to the other countries of the world (Databank.worldbank.org, 2015; OECD better 
life index, 2015) 
4.1.2 Efficiency of banking 
The banking system in Mexico has shown signs of growth after years of stagnation. 
Although Mexican government efforts to increase capital for medium-size companies, 
enterprises find it difficult to obtain financing at reasonable rates (Nee, 2014).  
Modern banking and financing system – Mexico´s financing systems includes independent 
financial firms operating as public development bank, public credit institutions, private 
commercial and investment banks, saving and loans associations and mortgage banks. Other 
components of the system are securities market institutions, development trust funds, 
insurance companies, credit unions, factoring companies, mutual funds and bonded 
warehouses (Deloitte, 2014). Mexico's banks provide a range of modern banking services, 
with accounts in Mexican Pesos or US Dollars. The principal services are common services 
as internet access for Mexico bank accounts, checking accounts, deposit accounts - sight and 
deposit accounts - notice accounts, mortgages, car loans, credit cards, personal loans, foreign 
exchange services (Mexperience.com, 2015).  
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Forms of loans - Banks and financial institutions can conduct lending activities in Mexico 
through a variety of forms and subject to specific regulations and limitations. The most 
common forms of bank financing include unsecured lending, secured financing, structured 
finance (including security transactions), syndicated loans, capital and operation leasing and 
factoring (Latinlawyer.com, 2015). 
Costs for local loans - Mexican banking system still lags behind other countries in terms of 
efficiency. Interest rates on credits and mortgages are higher than in the US and Western 
Europe, while interests rates on deposits are relatively low. The Bank of Mexico is 
implementing a series of changes that would make the calculation of the annual percentage 
rate (APR) on loans more exact and clear, spurring greater competition in lending 
(LatinoFoxnews.com, 2015).  
Interest rate are as low as 3%, but for more attractive down payment options and higher loan 
amounts, interest rates range from 7,5% to 9,5%.  A minimum down payment of 20% is 
required. For the lowest interest rates, down payments of 30% to 40% are required (Conficasa 
mortgage international, 2015).  
Other taxes or mandatory fees, for example, transaction, registration or documentary, being 
applied to loan transactions might be value added tax (VAT) which may apply to interest 
payments. However, interest payments made to Mexican financial institutions may be 
exempt from such tax in certain instances (Latinlawyer.com, 2015).  
Behavior and influence of stock-market – In case of Mexico, access to capital in exchange 
for giving investors a slice of ownership in the company is influenced mostly by fluctuations 
in oil prices, exchange rate per dollar fluctuations and dependence on US (Vázquez et al., 
2011).  
4.1.3 International trade   
Entering NAFTA did highly promote economic development by attracting foreign 
direct investment, created new job positions and increased exports. Mexico-US bilateral trade 
increased from $88 bil (1993) to $460 bil (2001), what is an increase of 423 percent (Nee, 
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2014). Nowadays, more than 90% of trade is under FTAs, so country´s economy is export-
oriented (Coface.com, 2014). 
International investments - Lately, President Enrique Peña Nieto pushed a slew economic 
reforms in various industries through Congress and therefore has lured new investors to 
Mexico. Between 2000 and 2012 annual FDI averaged $23 bil and in 2013 Mexico drew a 
record $35.2 bil (in FDI). Foreign investment in manufacturing — especially in the 
automotive industry — has created more than 100,000 jobs since 2010 (Reuters, 2014). 
Business opportunities in automotive supply chain are displayed in a graph in Appendix 5.  
 
Local availability of convertible currency - The Mexican peso is the official currency of the 
United Mexican States (USDMXN). The conventional market quotation is the number of 
pesos per US dollar. The peso is an independent, free-floating currency, freely convertible 
(HSBC, 2013). 
Exchange rates - The value of Mexican peso increased in 2014 from approximatelly 14 to 
almost 15 against US dollar and from approximatelly 17 to almost 18 against Euro. In 
general, fluctuations of Mexican peso are quite significant (see Appendix 6), with huge 
decrease captured especially during the global crisis. Increase of Mexican exchange rate as 
well as decrease might significantly future investments (Tradingeconomics.com, 2015c). 
Exports – Exports of Mexico averages 11979.82 USD Mil from 1980 until 2015 and vehicle 
exports are expected to rise to a record 2.9 mil in 2015, with more than 70% of the cars and 
light trucks headed to the US (Bain, 2015). The country is presented as the fourth biggest 
light vehicles exporter of the world, meeting the demand in US as well as in Europe and 
Japan (PWC, 2015). Total value of Mexico´s export (2015) amounts to $349 bil. For top 
products exported by Mexico and proportion of exports by country see Appendix 7. 
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Imports – Imports in Mexico averages 12214.82 USD mil from 1980 until 2015, while total 
value of Mexico´s imports in 2015 amounts to $295B. For top products exported by Mexico 
and proportion of imports by country see Appendix 8 (Tradingeconomics.com, 2015d). 
To be able to import or export merchandise it is required to present official approved 
document called "pedimento“ (petition) and it has to be completed by a licensed Customs 
broker (Nee, 2014). 
Custom duties - Import duty and taxes are due when importing goods into Mexico, whether 
by a private individual or a commercial entity, and are calculated on the complete shipping 
value, which includes the cost of the imported goods, the cost of freight, and the cost of 
insurance. The average duty rate of Mexico is 13,97%, reduced rate is 10% when the 
company's activities are done in a neighboring region and some products are imported free 
of duty (e.g. laptops and other electronic products, books, medicines and some agricultural 
products). Almost every single product that qualifies as having NAFTA origin is now free 
from the payment of customs duties (Basham et al., 2014; DutyCalculator, 2015). 
 
Import barriers - Mexican government has continued its policy of progressive reduction of 
trade barriers to imports. Prior import licenses from the Ministry of Economy are required 
only for less than 1% of items or classifications in the customs tariff.  
The customs valuation of merchandise to determine its taxable base is generally the 
transaction value of the goods, which is the value actually paid for the goods. In this sense 
Mexico has adopted the valuation agreement approved by the WTO (PWC, 2014).  
Regular importer must be registered as a taxpayer. Aside from a custom declaration 
(pedimento) other documents that should be attached are the commercial invoice, freight and 
insurance. If the goods are imported from a country with which Mexico has a FTA a 
„certificate of origin“ of the goods is required in order to apply for preferential duties. In 
addition to import duties, the special production or excise taxes and VAT are payable on 
imports (PWC, 2015).  
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Relations with neighbouring countries - With regard to the US, Mexico has gone from a 
prickly neighbor to trade partner to collaborator on law enforcement issues, and it now pretty 
much punches at its own weight as a leader in regional affairs. The two countries have close 
economic ties. Since North Trade Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) went to effect, trade and 
investment has risen dramatically. 58,5% of all FDI came from US sources and roughly half 
(55,7%) of this investment goes to manufacturing (mexico.usembasy.gov, 2015). Although, 
the relationship has been marked by significant rough patches, nowadays Mexican-American 
community becomes only more important (Johnson, 2012). 
Mexico's shared border with Guatemala (which is one of the world´s most violent 
countries with murder happening everyday) has always led to tensions between the countries, 
mainly because of the disparity in economic levels and power. (Flannery, 2013). 
In 2001 Guatemala and Mexico signed FTA known as Mexico - Northern Triangle Free 
Trade Agreement and in 2014 total trade between these two countries amounted to US$2.2 
bil (Economia.gob.mx, 2014). Guatemala is ranked as the seventh-biggest recipient of 
Mexican investments. Over the years, several multi-national Mexican companies have based 
themselves in the country and invested over US$2,600 bil (Guatemala.gob.gt 2014). 
Mexico neighbor also with Belize, which is its 76th trading partner globally. Total 
trade between both nations amounted to $143 mil USD, Mexican direct investment amounted 
to $8 mil USD (Economia.gob.mx, 2014). 
Free trade agreements (FTA)- Mexico’s pursuit of FTA with other countries is a way to bring 
benefits to the economy, but also to reduce its economic dependence on the US. In an effort 
to diversify and increase trade with other countries, Mexico has a total of 14 trade agreements 
involving 44 countries (see Appendix 9). Mexico's principal trading partners include still the 
US, Canada, Japan, Germany, the United Kingdom, and France (Basham et al., 2014). 
Membership in international organizations – Mexico is a part of many international 
organizations starting with United Nations (UN) and Organization of America States (OAS) 
as US is the most important trading partner of the country. Mexico is a member of:  
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- Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) 
- G-20 
- Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 
- International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
- World Bank (WB) 
- World Trade Organisazation (WTO) 
- Wassenaar Arrangement 
- Australia Group (Nee, 2014). 
4.1.4 Employment and labour market  
Unemployment rate - Mexican economy is performing relatively well what indicates also an 
decreasing unemployment rate from 5,08% in September 2014 to 4,53%  in November 2014 
(Ieconomics, 2014), while 13,7% of the population is employed in automotive (half mil 
people) and iron and steel industry (Indexmundi.com, 2014).  
Economically active population and women in working process – Less than 40% (49,8 mil) 
of the whole population of Mexico is economically active – employed, from which more than 
18 mil (14%) are women. This number is, however, in comparison for example to US with 
57% perceived as very low (INEGI, 2015; DOL, 2015).  
Educational attainment of labor force – Even when about 90% of the labor force has at least 
a high school degree or equivalent, the number of jobs requiring bachelor´s degree is 
expected to grow rapidly. Author of this thesis considers graph of employment by educational 
requirement in Mexico, listed in Appendix 10, as useful for better overview about educational 
requirements in Mexico even when is few years old (Boyd et al., 2013).  
English vs. Spanish requirements – many Mexican firms employ English-speaking staff, 
however oposite way arround, for the foreign companies is very useful and reccommended 
to employ Spanish-speaking sales representatives and inevitably required to provide Spanish-
language materials (Nee, 2014).  
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Diversity readiness of working force – More than ever, businesses, governments, non-profits 
and other organizations are finding it necessary to adopt a global mindset in order to remain 
viable and relevant in today’s global marketplace. Therefore, is inevitable to recognize the 
importance of developing greater cross-cultural competence, diversity in terms of 
male/female population ratio, immigrants as % of population, religious diversity, 
ethnic/racial diversity, official vs. major languages. Society of Human Resource 
Management presented an overall scoring global diversity readiness index country list, where 
Sweden takes first place with index 73, Mexico is somewhere in the middle with index 39,7 
and at the bottom Saudi Arabia with index 22,7 (SHRM, 2009).  
Approaches to quality of working management/environment - Manufacturing companies are 
very important and necessary for the economic development of any country, since they 
contribute to employment creation and GDP (Hernández et al., 2015). Castro (2007) insist, 
that as customer´s requirements for quality products and services have been increased, those 
enterprises that want to survive and get to new markets must rapidly adjust to such demands 
and that is where quality management system (QMS) is becoming very important part.  In 
the analysis of LA environment, Mexico was the most affected country by the 2009 crisis 
placed at the sixth position of the world, therefore companies attempting to sustain their 
profits and commitment to quality need to make some changes also in their management 
process. According to Kokt (2004) and Danvila and Sastre (2007) they should focus on 
quality culture, QMS and innovation.    
Legal framework on employment  - Average usual weekly hours in Mexico are 43 hours, 
maximum can not cross 45 hours a week and minimum salary set from 1 of January is 67,28 
pesos (aprox. 4,02 Eur) a day. Income inequalities are mostly associated with lower social 
mobility (OECD, 2015). Under Mexican law, the employers mandatory is provide the 
employee with materials and training in Spanish language. Failure in any regulation may 
results fines ranging from 15 to 315 times minimum salary of concerned emplyee (The 
Offshore Group, 2012).   
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4.2 Factors determining political performance  
The election of 2000 was an important milestone of Mexico´s political and economic 
development because it broke seventy years long dominance of one political party and was a 
harbinger of better democratic times. Although the heavy weight of history still shows its 
strength even today and after decades of suspicion of outsiders and a “don’t ask, don’t tell” 
policy regarding international issues, Mexico is expanding its international role (Crandall et 
al., 2005).  
4.2.1 Government performance 
Form of government – Mexico, while is a stable democracy, is a nation of sharply defined 
regionalism. These regional differences have resulted in civil conflicts what had alarmed the 
government to assert its authority (Nee, 2014; Klepak and Randal, 2010). Mexican 
government is based on congressional system, type is federal republic and is the highest 
federal court of the country controlling economy from 66,8% (Michigan State University, 
2014). 
Composition of government - Mexico has three main political parties (mentioned 
thereinafter) and several important smaller ones that often form alliances with the larger 
parties as for example Green Party (PVEM) - Partido Verde Ecologista de México, Labor 
Party (PT) - Partido de Trabajo, New Alliance - Nueva Alianza and many more. PAN – 
National Action Party is the one which one can label as the most international business 
oriented (The Mexico Institute´s Election Guide, 2011). 
Leading political parties - Current government organise elections every six years and consist 
of three parties:  
- Partido de Accion Nacional/National Action Party (PAN) on the right, 
- Partido de la Revolucion Institucional/Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) in centre 
- Partido de la Revolucion Democratica/Party of the Democratic Revolution (PRD) on the 
left (The Mexico Institute´s Election Guide, 2011). 
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Key authorities and branches  
- Executive - the presidency is the paramount institution, not only of the Mexican state, 
but of the entire Mexican political system (Countrystudies.us, 2015). President, Enrique 
Peña Nieto is both head of state and head of government, elected in 2012, promising a 
break with the old autocratic style of his Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) 
forefathers, in favour of a “modern, democratic, transparent” presidency (Minster, 2014, 
Miroff and Booth 2012). 
- Legislative - the legislative branch of the Mexican government consists of a bicameral 
congress (Congreso de la Unión) divided into an upper chamber - Senate (Cámara de 
Senadores), and a lower chamber - Chamber of Deputies (Cámara de Diputados). As in 
the US, both chambers are responsible for the discussion, approval of legislation and the 
ratification of high-level presidential appointments. Very recently legislative election 
carried out on July 1, 2015 (Indexmundi.com, 2015a). 
- Judicial - the judicial branch of the Mexican government is divided into federal and state 
systems. Mexico's highest court is the Supreme Court of Justice, located in Mexico City. 
It consists of twenty-one magistrates and five auxiliary judges, all appointed by the 
president and confirmed by the Senate or the Permanent Committee (Countrystudies.us, 
2015). 
Political risk and stability - Mexico has a middle political risk ranked as A4, according to 
Coface.com (2014) ranking risks upwardly as A1, A2, A3, A4, B, C and D. However, in 
comparison to its two North American partners, Mexico remains highly distinct in terms of 
security issues, levels of economic and social development and political stability. 
Foreign policy - The principles of Mexican foreign policy are respect for international law 
and the judicial equality of states, respect for the sovereignty and independence of nations, 
nonintervention in the domestic affairs of other countries, the peaceful resolution of conflicts 
and the promotion of collective security through participation in international organizations 
(Johnson, 2012).  
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Approach to the foreign investments from side of government - It is very positive. Mexican 
government is moving ahead thoughtfully to develop new rules and to create the regulatory 
oversight necessary to manage a significantly different energy industry going forward. Also 
President Enrique Peña Nieto encourages international business, as lately pushed a slew 
economic reforms in various industries through Congress and therefore has lured new 
investors to Mexico (Reuters, 2014). Moreover, there is little evidence that the Mexican 
Government would be amenable to a corporate-tax-free process. It seems that government 
will allow to form a FIBRA - a type of Mexican REIT (Real Estate Investment Trust – it 
targets industrial, office and retail real estate opportunities) — tax payers will pay a 
withholding tax on distributions, perhaps 10% to 30%, but the entity itself would pay no 
corporate tax (EY, 2014). Mexico offers legal certainty and foreign investment has been 
simplified by legislative changes as a reduction in legal, administrative bureaucracy and local 
content requirements (Economia.gob.mx, 2015).  
Regional instability - The biggest instability is demonstrated in rural regions, where lives one 
quarter of Mexico´s population and more than 60% lives in extreme poverty (WorldBank, 
2005). The most significant reason for the instability “thrives” on drug wars, corruption and 
(institutional) inequalities. Over 12 mil Mexicans work in the black market without any social 
security. Nearly 25 mil Mexicans make less than $14/day, 25% of the workforce is 
underemployed and over 5% mil is unemployed (Poverties.org, 2015). Globalization and 
FTAs make Mexico very attractive, however poverty is one of the factors which creates an 
impression of instable and business risky country.  
 4.2.2 Fiscal policy 
Fiscal policy of Mexico encompasses regulation of taxes in the country, antitrust 
regulations, laws on immigrants and many more.  
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Tax regulations 
Income tax rates - Mexican corporations are under an obligation to pay income tax at the rate 
of 28% of net profits (year 2014). Net profits are obtained by deducting from all taxable 
income earned in the fiscal year. The law authorizes, among other things, the deduction of 
the cost of the sale of goods and expenses as well as "investments." 
The fiscal year runs from January 1 to December 31 when corporations must calculate 
monthly estimated tax returns credited against annual income tax (Basham et al., 2014). 
 
Value Added Tax (VAT) - Mexican Value-added Tax Law (LIVA) defines that VAT is carried 
out in the Mexican territory due on supplies of goods, provision of independent services, 
imports of goods or services and leasing. The standard rate of VAT is 16%, while there is a 
zero-percent VAT rate applicable on exports (KPMG, 2015).  
 
Other laws and regulations 
Antitrust regulations - On April 29, 2014 the Mexican Congress approved a new Federal Law 
on Economic Competition (the “New Law”) talking about existing market restrictions that 
interfere with its proper functioning, and empowers the Competition Authority to adopt 
measures aiming to remove said barriers and even order a divestiture of assets. 
- Competition - the Competition Authority will take into consideration the number of 
economic agents that control the input, the feasibility of reproducing it, its 
indispensability for the provision of goods or services in a market, and the circumstances 
under which the economic agent or agents came to control it. 
- Monopolistic practices - sales below cost will be considered as relative monopolistic 
practices even if the same can be occasional, unlike the current legislation limits the 
scope of such practice to “systematic” sales. 
- Concentration - it is mandatory to wait for obtaining the authorization from the 
Competition Authority to close a concentration (sale of shares or assets, mergers, and 
other combinations) even if the transaction has absolutely no anti-competitive effect 
(SyS, 2014). 
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Immigration Law - Compliance with Mexican immigration requirements is the starting point 
for doing business in Mexico, since such requirements establish that it is not possible for a 
non-Mexican to do business of any kind in Mexico without having a visa – tourist (FMT), 
business (FMN), FM-3 or FM2 visas.  Foreign nationals may enter Mexico either temporarily 
to conduct business or to live and work, providing that they are in possession of the 
appropriate visa authorizing the activities that they will carry out while in Mexico (Basham 
et al., 2014).  
4.3 Factors determining infrastructure  
Mexico does not have an adequate transportation network, which is however being 
modernized. As part of a series of major reforms and initiatives, the Mexican government 
created the National Infrastructure Program (PNI) that outlines the major programs and 
projects intended for execution through 2018. The PNI is a comprehensive program that 
includes development projects within telecommunications, transportation, urban and rural 
development, energy, water, health, and tourism. In total, the government anticipates 
nearly USD $600 bil in infrastructure investment to occur in this period, from a mix of 
federal, local and private sources (mexicoinfrastructure.com, 2015). 
4.3.1 Basic infrastructure 
Basic infrastructure of Mexico encompasses transport infrastructure, raw materials 
infrastructure as well as energy sources infrastructure. 
Transport infrastructure – Mexican transport infrastructure is presented by highways (about 
61%), rails (12%), air and water ways (about 27%), while highway system is primarily 
comprised of toll roads connecting the main industrial areas Mexico City – Guadalajara – 
Monterrey. Outside this area road transportation is fair-to-poor, due to profound lack of 
quality infrastructure. LA countries should annually invest 6,2 % of their GDP on 
infrastructure development to meet their economic goals to 2020. President Enrique Peña 
Nieto have already boosted investment in infrastructure projects and announced the 2013‐
2018 National Infrastructure Program (NIP), designed to address current transport 
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bottlenecks. However at the end of the year 2014, Mexico´s infrastructure investment only 
runs up to 3,32%. Decrease in percentage of development of infrastructure might tempt away 
possible investors or importers (Yang, 2015; UNESCO, 2015). All the main marine ports 
have the infrastructure and equipment to facilitate intermodal and also door-to-door 
merchandise transportation, while Mexico`s infrastructure is represented by north-east 
Tijuana - the world´s busiest border crossing (Nee, 2014).  
Availability of local raw materials - Country’s reserves are about 50 bil barrels of oil 
equivalent, with another 60 bil or so in unconventional resources (EY, 2014). Plastic industry 
can pride with number of 4 mil tons for raw materials and there is a capacity of 20 mil ton 
for petrochemical product elaboration (Export.gov, 2013). Those are substantial numbers that 
understandably attract a good deal of attention, however, due to underinvestment in 
exploration, vast majority of raw materials and equipment still originate outside of Mexico. 
In case of automotive industry, automotive OEM’s operating in Mexico typically surround 
themselves with their primary TIER 3 suppliers to provide raw materials for assembly 
operations. However, the vast majority of raw materials and equipment used in maquiladora 
operations are produced and shipped from the US, Canada, Europe, and the Far East (EY, 
2014).  
Availability of energy (water, gas, electricity, ...) - Annual freshwater withdrawals (% of 
internal resources) amounted in 2013 19,63% - 80,30 bils cubic meters, not much more than 
in 2002 when the consumption of total water resources was 17,75% (Indexmundi.com, 2015). 
Mexico natural gas sources do not cover the demand of the population and that is why Mexico 
has significantly increased natural gas imports from the US as by the end of 2015, capacity 
should reach7 bcf/d (bil cubic feet per day). Still, gas shortages have hindered the country’s 
economic performance, including in manufacturing sectors that are highly integrated with 
US industries. Mexico’s proven gas reserves are on the decline due to underinvestment in 
exploration (Ribando et al., 2015). For Mexican natural gas and oil consumption, production 
and imports see Appendix 11. 
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4.3.2 Technological infrastructure 
Mexico´s key industrial sector is automotive. It is mature, dynamic and in continuous 
growth. In 2011, Mexico´s light vehicle production reached a new historical record with 2,55 
mil vehicles and forecast indicates that production will reach 3,7 mil units by 2015 
(Automotive Meetings, 2014) (see Appendix 12). 
Mexico’s manufacturing industry output expanded by 3,2% in 2014 and will expand 
by 2,8% in 2015. 2015’s growth leaders include the auto sector, basic metals, and electrical 
machinery and apparatus (Mapi Foundation, 2015). 
Technological progress in Mexico has so far panned out unevenly, investments and 
exports are increasing significantly and Mexico is still a technology leader in LA (Villagran, 
2012). 
 
Necessity of inovation -. With the support of the Mexican Ministry of Economy and the 
National Chamber of the Transformation Industry, (CANACINTRA) in 2012 face to face 
survey was carried out with directors and managers of multinationals from the industrial 
sector, which revealed that 75% considers innovation as “very important” and remaining 
25% as important (Frias-Peña and O´Brien, 2012). Moreover, Mexican government created 
the Mexican Design Promotion Centre, MDPC, whose main objective is to promote the use 
of design as a core competence and therefore increase companies´ competitiveness. Mexico 
is also an organizator of many exhibitions on metal stamping and forming, from which the 
most famous one is Metalform held in Monterrey, Mexico. It is just obvious that Mexican 
companies as well as government are aware of high level of competition and importance of 
innovation as competitive advantage (Frias-Peña and O´Brien, 2012, Tradefairdates.com, 
2015).  
Research and development (R&D) - Just five years ago, the US, Canada and Mexico were 
responsible for nearly 40% of global R&D. Research in natural sciences and engineering 
accounted for 67% of revenue in the industry in 2013, and over 2013-2019 industry revenue 
is predicted to increase by 7%, due to growing investment, boosted by favorable national 
policies. (Grueber et al., 2014; Euromonitor.com, 2015). 
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4.4 Factors determining social performance 
Social performance means country factors definition from point of view if safety, 
education and environmental view. 
4.4.1 Health and safety  
Adequate medical care can be found in major cities. Excellent health facilities are 
available in Mexico City, but health care in more remote areas is limited. Hygiene standards 
vary, is better to drink or use only boiled or bottled water and avoid ice in drinks. 
Terrorism risks is low, the only small risk of terrorist-style attacks might occur by 
left-wing domestic terrorist organizations and organized drug cartels, however kidnapping 
for ransom, armed robberies, car theft, fraud and petty theft are, unfortunately, daily concerns 
to citizens (Drum-Cussac Group, 2015). This violence among transnational criminal 
organizations has unfortunately created big insecurity in parts of Mexico, particularly in 
border areas (Nee, 2014).  
Civil wars – the biggest issue for Mexico presents “Mexican war on drugs”. Over the past 
five years, nearly 48,000 people have been killed in suspected drug-related violence in 
Mexico, and estimated amount of Mexican and Colombian drug trafficking organizations 
profits is 18 to 39 bil dollars annually. In 2010 Mexican Federal police seized 105 tons of 
marijuana in Tijuana, the world´s busiest border crossing (Fantz, 2012). Safety in Mexico is 
generally rated as very low, what does significantly degrades the impression of feasible 
country for business.  
Armed forces - Mexican army is the combination of land and air branch, also known as a 
National Defense Army. Currently there is 267 000 of active frontline personnel and 59 mil 
of available manpower (Globalfirepower.com 2015).  
The main missions are to repel external aggressions, to protect internal security of the country 
and to help the civil population in case of disaster (Pike, 2015).  
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4.4.2 Environment  
Interest on environment - In 1992, Mexico City was given the doubtful title of the most 
polluted city on the planet, however in this times the quality of Mexico City´s environmental 
management is well above average compared to other cities in LA (DAC, 2015). As Guttierez 
(2014) declares, there is a huge potential for exploiting renewable energy in Mexico. This 
effort, to use renewable sources might negatively impact production requiring a lot of 
electricity, heavy machines.  
4.4.3 Education 
In May 2013 was announced the formation of a Bilateral Forum on Higher Education, 
Innovation, and Research, through which US and Mexican governments will encourage 
broader access to quality post-secondary education for traditionally underserved 
demographic groups, especially in science, technology, engineering and mathematics 
(STEM) fields, what clearly indicates government`s effort to support (Nee, 2014).  
Students within population – Although Mexico has quite young population (40,4% aged 
between 25-54 years) with a median age 27, the country is considered as with the widest 
gender gap in labour force what indicates necessity of schools. In 2012 there was almost 200 
000 students enrolled in engineering disciplines and the number is constantly growing 
(Yoder, 2014). This number indicates the potential of young, innovative and energetic 
workforce Mexico brings up, however many young people has to give the preference to work 
in order to begin earning money for their families. 
Level of universities - In Mexico there is 187 universities and colleges in total, while since 
2002 country has doubled the number of two-year colleges and four-year universities 
available to students. In fact, Mexico now produces more engineers than Germany or Brazil 
(EY, 2014). Top five universities are Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (Mexico 
city), Tecnológico de Monterrey (Monterrey), Universidad de Guadalajara (Guadalajara), 
Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana Mexico city) and Instituto Politécnico Nacional 
(Mexico city) (International Colleges&Universities, 2015).  
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4.5 Factors determining demography and geography 
United Mexican States is a large nation with 32 states and area of 1 943 950 sq km 
(2014) (data.worldbank, 2015b). Capital of Mexico is Mexico city - the eight richest urban 
agglomeration in the world and one of the most important economic centres in LA what still 
lures more and more investors (CIA, 2014).  
Population intensity and age structure - Population of Mexico reached 120,286,655 citizens 
in 2014, while in Mexico City lives almost one sixth - almost 21 mil of citizens (CIA, 2014). 
Below posed distribution of Mexicans according to age only confirms already mentioned fact 
about very young population.   
0-14 years: 27,9%  
15-24 years: 18,1%  
25-54 years: 40,4%  
55-64 years: 7%  
65 years and over: 6,6% (Indexmundi.com, 2015c). 
Geographical segmentation – 78% of Mexico´s population lives in urban areas. The main 
industrial areas are Mexico City – Guadalajara – Monterrey, in auto manufacturing Bajio is 
definitely the fastest growing one, but the others are also seeing growth. North and central 
Mexico are an arreas with highest saturation of automotive and steel industry (Nee, 2014). 
Ethnic structure and religion– Mexico city equally as the whole country can be easily divided 
into high/wealth class (about 10%), middle class (45%) and low class (45%) where people 
in poverty earn less than USD $10 per day. Differences among classes sometimes results in 
extreme dimensions. It is inevitable to take this fact into consideration when thinking about 
doing business in Mexico, however steadily growing middle class, many of whom work in 
Mexico’s expanding manufacturing sector, is bringing stability and economic growth to 
many cities (Kwintessential.co.uk, 2015; EY, 2014; Nee, 2014). 
The biggest group of immigrants creates Americans – over 75% of total number of 
immigrants, next group create originaly Arabic citizens (400 000), English (300 000), 
Basque, Catalan and Chines each group around 31 000  (Ethnologue, 2015).  Prevailing 
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religion Roman Catholic 76,5%, Protestants 5,2%, other or unspecified 13,8%, unaffiliated 
3,1% and the smallest percent of Jehovah's Witnesses 1,1% (Religionfacts.com, 2015). 
Language – principal and the only official language is Spanish, however the number of 
individual languages listed for Mexico is 287, from which only 28 are frequently used.  
Around 2 mil of people in Mexico are able to speak English and around 280 000 German, 
what are two most preffered foreign languages (NativeLanguages.org, 2015; Ethnologue, 
2015).  
4.6 Factors determining business performance 
There are many factors determining business performance mentioned already in text 
above, however following factors give the company overview also from the perspective 
based on Porter`s five forces.  
Business legislation - The General Corporation Law recognizes the existence of six types of 
commercial organizations or structures, while the most widely used are limited liability stock 
corporation or "sociedad anónima" and the limited liability company or “sociedad de 
responsabilidad limitada” (Basham et al., 2014).  
Foreign companies can carry out their business only after registering with the Public Registry 
of Commerce after obtaining the permit from the Ministry of the Economy and authorization 
from Investment Commission. Mexican law requires a minimum amount of capital, 20% of 
set minimum capital must be summarized immediately by at least two shareholders. No more 
than 10% of workforce may be foreigners (Deloitte, 2014). 
Additional corporate taxes - As of 2008 a new tax came into effect, named Impuesto 
Empresarial a Tasa Única (“IETU”) - Single Rate Business Tax. This tax applies to 
individual and entities residents in Mexico as well as to foreign residents with a permanent 
establishment in Mexico in connection with sales of goods, provision of independent services 
and lease of goods and would apply to tax payer´s net income at the rate of 17% (Basham et 
al., 2014).  
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Availability of TMCs, EMCs – Intermediaries and agents basically act as an export 
department of the company, providing all the necessary functions and giving an instant access 
to foreign market knowledge and export know-how. In Mexico, 97% of exports and imports 
are provided by EMC, therefore availability of this service is very certain. The easiest way 
how to locate EMC offers The Federation of International Trade Associations (FITA) (FITA, 
2015). 
Manufacturing/Production capacity – Mexico is an emerging market where recently many 
companies announced increased production, for instance WEG Electric Corporation, Lego 
but also car companies like Mazda and Nissan. The companies do so, not only because of 
their growth strategy, but also because large Mexican market dispones of and offers sufficient 
manufacturing capacity (NISSAN, 2012; WEG, 2015). Mexican market opportunities are 
perfectly displayed in Appendix 6. 
Customers and partners – To do a good business in Mexico, the key is to develop and 
maintain close relationships with clients and partners. Mexicans prefer direct communication 
such as telephone calls or face-to-face meetings (Nee, 2014).   
Power of suppliers –In LA, Mexico is considered as the second largest and in the world as 
the thirteenth largest steel producer.  In 2013, 14.6 mil tons of crude steel were produced in 
Mexico (ALACERO, 2014), (see Appendix 13). This volume is produced by 51 officially 
registred companies (period 2004-2013, the number might even has changed during the past 
year), therefore bargaining power of suppliers is very low as there is big number of players 
on the market (Cámara Nacional de la Industria del Hierro y del Acero, 2015), (see Appendix 
14). This big number of companies operating there might indicate relatively low switching 
costs. However, the fact that usual purchase orders within stamping industry are in large 
quantities indicates risky and costly change of supplier. Moreover, the power of Mexican 
suppliers highly depends on the demonstrated commitment to the after-sale service (Nee, 
2014). 
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Power of customers – Mexican customers do not demand much more than the rest of the 
world. Typically demanded features encompasses uniform quality control, compliance with 
international standards, productivity, lower production costs, just in time deliveries, reliable 
local service and maintenance program (Basham et al., 2014). However, the country is a 
shelter of top ten vehicle assembly companies in the world, such as General Motors, Ford, 
Chrysler, Volkswagen, Nissan, Honda, BMW, Toyota, Volvo and Mercedes-Benz 
(Automotive meetings,  2014) (see Appendix 15), therefore power of customers is relatively 
low as their saturation is quite high. Their bargaining power usually grows along with the 
volume of their orders.  
Competitors – rivalry - Mexican companies are extremely price conscious. They always try 
to desire exclusive agreements, flexibility and outstanding service. It is because probably 
they are way conscious of great competition on this large prospering market (Huerta, 2011). 
Rivalry in stamping industry is rather intense because of big estimated number of 
players. Because of unavailability of complex data about metal stamping industry companies 
in Mexico the author needed to completed the list of these companies using simple google 
search. Companies are as follows: Waukesha metal products, MetriCan Group, Radar 
Industries, NASG Mexico, Hatch de Mexico, Prodgeon Clay, IMS - BUHRKE – OLSON, 
Border Metal Stamping, The Narmco Group, Transmatic, JNM de Mexico, Likom de Mexico 
and probably more.  
Availability of substitutes - Metal stamping industry enjoys a big advantage in terms of ability 
to customize. When the company dispose of an enormous programming machinery, is able 
to fully meet the customers requirements, in other words company is able to produce products 
of any shape and size, therefore compete with wide range of rivals. Valuable substitues would 
need to be produced by extremely special technology or material. As an example could be 
the technology of electroengine. However, this technology is not only highly expensive but 
so far does not meet legislative requirements (Škulec, 2015). Therefore, the power of 
substitutes is very low, almost none.  
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Entry barriers - Metal stamping industry is rapidly growing and one of the key factors 
contributing to this growth is the growing demand from the automotive industry. Mexico is 
an attractive market for a new entrants because of its proximity to US, its cheap workforce 
and favourable governmental regulations (OECD, 2015). In case of export, low tarrifs play 
in favor of new entrants, however, in case of setting a presence in the country, entry barriers 
are rated as very high, as initial capital requirements are amounted to very high numbers. It 
is because this kind of industry in such a remoted country as Mexico is, requires highly 
expensive technology. 
Mexican management practices - Mexican companies are making serious efforts to develop 
a culture of performance and competitiveness and managers are always trying to get 
exclusive deals, what typically requires long and sort of emotional disputes. 
Management of majority Mexican companies remain indicating a clear adherence to 
bureaucratic procedures, front-line managers feel obliged to give high-performance 
evaluations in order to justify increases in employee salary as well as to justify the need for 
research and development plans. To justify increases in employee salary Mexico`s companies 
keep using the merit systems (especially for manufacturing positions) what means, that 
employees are rated on scales ranging from very good, good, neutral, bad and very bad; using 
achievement or non-achievement ratings or percentiles - 80, 90 or 100% of goals 
(Europeanbusinessreview.com 2015, Richany, 2012). Regarding the technology 
development, Mexican managers keep, by way of induction, a bit resistant to admit the 
relevance, quality and real need of the technology or computer based system, but at the end 
of the day Mexico`s companies are globally labeled as technologically mature 
(Khosrowpour, 2009). 
 
Approaches to promotion – Nowadays, as other countries, also Mexico recognizes promotion 
as very important and recognizes it as a trigger of success. That is why US Commercial 
service Mexico provides online advertising for US and Mexican companies under the 
Business Service Provider (BSP) and Featured US Exporter (FUSE) programs (Nee, 2014). 
In order to have better understanding of the Mexican market, it is also important to participate 
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in industry trade events, seminars and/or conferences in Mexico as Expo Tecnomultimedia 
Infocomm Mexico, Fespa Mexico, already mentioned Metalgorm Mexico City and many 
more held in the country. Participating in such events gives to the company unique 
opportunity to talk to suppliers, industry experts and end users. It also provides business 
exposure and brand recognition.  
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4.7 Summary of external Mexican overview  
The biggest opportunities for HH steam from the fact that Mexico is a booming 
emerging market, with second largest economy in LA priding on macroeconomic stability, 
where 4% of national GDP and 20% of manufacturing production accounts for automotive 
industry (Automotive Meetings, 2014). 
Mexico has total of 14 trade agreements involving 44 countries, it is member of many 
international organizations and it highly benefits from its proximity, neigbourhood with US. 
Also variety of economic reforms lure foreign investors to Mexico likewise government`s 
reduction on barriers tempts exporters (Basham et al., 2014). 
Another Mexican highlight highly important for HH is a technological progress, 
which in Mexico has so far panned out unevenly and Mexico is still a technology leader in 
LA. Moreover, quite strong emphasis given on education, high % of young population and 
quite high percentage of technologicaly proficient workers indicates that Mexico is able to 
offer skilled and innovative staff with potential which HH requires (Nee, 2014; CIA, 2014). 
Growing investments in R&D also indicates an opportunity for HH as to this field is 
assigned big importance within the company, however big challenge will be a language 
barrier as not many Mexicans speak fluent English and law requires the materials in Spanish.  
The biggest threat for HH presented by Mexico emerges in terms of low political 
stability (political risk is middle, rather high) and security issues where the biggest instability 
is demonstrated in rural regions. 45% of population lives in poverty earning less than USD 
$10 per day and differences among classes sometimes results in extreme dimensions as 
kidnapping for ransom, armed robberies and more as daily concerns to citizens (EY, 2014; 
Coface.com, 2014). 
This drawback is just followed by profound lack of quality infrastructure in Mexico, 
where outside the main industrial arreas transportation is fair too poor. Also vast majority of 
raw materials and equipment still originate outside of Mexico due to underinvestment in 
exploration (Export.gov, 2014). 
Mexico is considered as the second largest and in the world as the thirteenth largest 
steel producer. On the market operates more than 50 officialy registered companies, therefore 
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bargaining power of supplier is very low, what present an opportunity for the company. 
However, due to volume of usual order, amount of switching costs impress a threath 
(ALACERO, 2014). 
Also power of competitors, Mexico is large prospering market, where is high 
estimated number of players which likwisely present a threath. This term reffers also to 
dependence on other producers. It is because HH is a part of “TIER process”, what means 
that on production of one car take a share approximately 50 component suppliers, often from 
different countries. And therefore, problems of a single supplier in one country can negatively 
impact other supplier in different countries. The most often are negative impacts in terms of 
reduced demand quantity (Sarokin, 2015).  
Low entry barriers present an opportunity for exporters due to low import tarriffs and 
favourable governemntal regulations. However, it implies other way around to other modes 
of entry, as very high initial capital requirements (mostly due to expensive machinery) 
indicates great complexity of entering a new market (also Mexico) what impress big threat. 
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5 CRITICAL FACTORS IMPORTANT FOR PARTICULAR 
MODE OF ENTRY  
As already mentioned in theory part, it is inevitable for the company to decide and 
set the level of risk management is willing to assume and the level of control management 
wants to provide, before going international. Defining a business plan for accessing global 
market also requires deep focus on (dis)advantages in factors of targeting country.  
Below analysis presents the most important factors for each particular entry mode. 
Author of this thesis in order to provide a structured notion of this chapter presents main 
factors in a table below, which is followed by a broader explanation and reasoning of their 
importance.  
Factors important for any of mode of entry 
GDP Prices 
Degree of 
personal 
savings 
Monetary 
stability 
FTAs  
Membership 
in 
international 
organizations 
Political 
performance 
Tax 
regulations 
Antitrust 
regulations 
Availability of 
substitutes 
 
Health and 
safety 
Geographical 
segmentation 
Interest on 
environment 
   
Factors important for any of mode of entry, varying dependently on mode of entry 
Exchange 
rates 
External debt 
Relations with 
neighboring 
countries 
Power of 
competitors 
Power of 
customers 
Entry barriers 
Factors important especially for export 
Import 
barriers and 
custom 
duties 
Transport 
infrastructure 
Availability of 
EMCs and 
TCs 
Required 
documentation 
procedures 
Requirements 
on packaging 
 
Factors important especially for L and F, SA, JV, A and M2 
Banking and 
financing 
system 
Employment 
and labor 
market 
Technological 
infrastructure 
Manufacturing 
and production 
capacity 
  
Antitrust 
regulations 
Management 
practices 
Promotion 
Power of 
suppliers 
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Factors important especially for turnkey project and wholly owned subsidiary 
Banking and 
financing 
system 
International 
investments 
Employment 
and labor 
market 
Education 
Capacity of 
resources on 
the market 
 
Power of 
suppliers 
Manufacturing 
and production 
capacity 
Business 
legislation 
   
2 licensing and franchising, strategic alliances and joint ventures and acquisitions and mergers 
5.1 Factors important for any of mode of entry 
There are factors which are typically important for a particular mode of entry. 
However, there is a number of country factors which any company attempting to 
internationalize using any form needs to be aware of and these are as follows: 
GDP – it is a broad measurement of a nation`s overall economic activity. Is a total of all 
private consumption or consumer spending, government spending, country business 
spending and total net exports and it’s a system by which a country`s trade, industry and 
money are organized. Likewise as external debt, GDP is an indicator of economic health of 
country, therefore is very important indicator also for expansion oriented company, because 
one of the effects of growing GDP might be increase in production, therefore affordable 
higher salaries and wages, which leads to more spending by consumers on goods and 
services, therefore higher sales (Jordaan, 2013). 
Prices - Prices are setting the standard of living and that is presented by prices of housing, 
energies, goods and services, food, health care and many more. The knowledge about how 
much people can afford, might help when setting the price, which then determines future 
profits. The profit is what gives a sense to the business and that is why a company attempting 
to start operations in foreign country needs to take this factor into account.   
Degree of personal savings – It indicates the amount of money people are able to leave aside 
after meeting all their expenses. This factor is also highly dependent on the performance of 
economy, in specific, for instance on its (in)adequate savings. Reducing the amount of capital 
per employee, reduces employee`s marginal productivity, his/her real wage rate and therefore 
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the sustainable amount of money is able to save, what makes consumers more prudent about 
further spending (Ferguson, 2004).  
Monetary stability – When the company considers to invest in the country, whether it is in 
form of selling the license or being acquired, setting the new business unit or exporting, it 
needs to revise the factor of monetary stability. Increased inflation reflects a reduction of 
purchasing power, therefore sales of goods might decrease and return on investment get 
prolonged, or in extreme, uncertainty over future inflation may completely discourage the 
investment (Walgenbach et al., 1973). In case of inability to finance the investment from its 
own capital, therefore taking the loan, companies need to be aware of interest rate 
fluctuations. When the loan becomes too expensive, company might not be able to gain 
desired profit.  
Free trade agreements (FTAs) - The best choice for the company is to target a country which 
has a FTA with. It make a business much smoother, cheaper and easier. Targeting FTA 
countries is a good market entry strategy because buyers pay lower or no tariffs for goods 
made in the particular FTA country (Lutter et al., 2015). 
Membership in international organizations – In many aspect it helps to the economy and also 
to the single businesses. It brings many advantages which make their performance much 
smoother and easier. It opens the door for profitable agreements, easier negotiation, cheaper 
and faster shipments, international project participation and consequent benefits, open 
borders, development opportunities and many more.  
Political performance and government regulations – Government is a system by which a state 
and therefore also economy is controlled and regulated. This factor plays important role in 
entry mode strategy determination, because government has a power to strictly regulate the 
business that it become unprofitable or on the other hand highly profitable (Hill, 2011). When 
government ease to cooperate or do not perform well all the other advantages and 
opportunities of the particular country are basically loosing their power, value.  
Tax regulations – Taxes are financial charges imposed upon a taxpayer by a state to fund 
various public expenditures (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2014). It is a charge which is not paid 
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in any exchange to some specific thing and therefore does not bring any profit. It is one of 
the indispensable factors which need to be revised when going international. 
Availability of substitutes – When a company wants to go international, emerge the necessity 
to map the market regarding threat of substitutes. When the market or particular product is 
surrounded by high number of substitutes, will be even harder to achieve set goals, because 
the existence of products outside of the realm of the common product boundaries increases 
the propensity of customers to switch to alternatives. Typically threat of substitutes impacts 
the industry through price or quality/innovation competition, substitutes with better quality 
or lower price might cut the company out from the market. 
Health and safety – When talking about health and safety, the most significant factor is 
criminality and civil wars in the country. These features create big insecurity and might lure 
away all the attempts to get into the market. This point is also closely related with government 
regulations, in this case, with extend of readiness of armed forces in the country.   
Geographical segmentation – Strategic geographical position might be used as another 
competitive advantage, while the term advantageous geographical position encompasses, in 
particular, proximity to the sources, accessibility from the main transportation streams and 
contiguity to the main strategic partners.  
Interest on environment – Rate on interest on environment of the country is determined by 
various governmental regulations posed on the companies in order to prevent the nature of 
the particular country. Each company should be aware and try to meet those, adjust its 
production as well as increase social corporate responsibility. 
5.2 Factors important for any of mode of entry, varying dependently on 
mode of entry  
Exchange rate fluctuations – When attempting to enter the country with different currency, 
one of the most important factor is exchange rate fluctuation. By exporters, the biggest 
interest will be applied in terms of difference of currency which product was manufactured 
in and currency which product will be sold in. However, it might play a role in the interest 
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rate paid on the mortgage, the returns on the investment portfolio, a regular payments to the 
acquiring company, price of licenses and many more. 
External debt – High external debt might indicate weak economy. Country do not contribute 
significantly to financing economic development, is not able to handle its own finances and 
needs to borrow from foreign lenders, what might slow down economic growth due to low 
productivity, low income and low savings (Adepoju et al., 2007). By exporters it might cause 
insecurity and doubts about future development of infrastructure which is fundamental for 
their business. By other expanders, threat emerges with low productivity which is related 
with lack of managerial, technical and financial support, it might become, especially in 
developing countries, a self-perpetuating mechanism of poverty aggravation, social conflicts 
work over-explotation and a constraint on country`s development (Nakatami and Herera, 
2007). 
Relationship with neighboring countries – It is very important feature for every single country 
to maintain good relations with near-by countries as it means not only sharing of the borders 
but also sharing possible positive and negative issues influencing both of them. Neighboring 
countries are usually also trade partners benefiting from each other, influencing each other`s 
economy, therefore influencing also performance of present companies. Exporters would be 
the group very interested in this factors as negative border turbulences might significantly 
mark their business plans.  
Power of competitors – The power of rivals on the market is as strong as the market stability 
is. Instability of the market is meant as e.g. high fixed costs and high storage costs what 
increase rivalry. Power of competitors will be different within exporters and different within 
other expanders due to various competitive advantages. Company needs to be able to estimate 
and evaluate this factor, to be able to find its place on the market and to beat competitors. 
 
Power of customers – When a company wants to take a business part in the market, it needs 
to know how its potential customer behave to be able to adjust to their need, otherwise 
customers would easily switch to its competitor. Company with a certain presence in the 
country is able to offer different and potentially more benefits to its customers than remoted 
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exporter, however any company needs be aware of the requirements, preferences and the 
demand, it terms of the style of negotiation, the possible extend of orders, frequency of 
supplies, payment terms and many more to maintain a control over bargaining power of 
customers.   
Entry barriers – Each expansion is typically connected with barriers that prevent new 
competitors from easy entering an industry or market. When entry barriers are high, power 
of new entrants is low, due to governmental interventions, technology, strong customer 
loyalty, and many more. Entry barriers are highly dependent on mode of entry. For exporters 
the biggest entry barriers are presented by high import tariffs and regulations, while for other 
expanders it might be massive technology related with high capital or strict governmental 
regulation on business legislation. 
5.3 Factors important especially for export 
Exports are typically recommended as starter of internationalization, also because is 
not that demanding mode of entry regarding country factors needed to be dealt with. These 
are as follows:  
Import barriers and custom duties – A tariff or duty (the words are used interchangeably) is 
a tax levied by governments on the value including freight and insurance of imported 
products, while different tariffs are applied on different products by different countries 
(Encyclopedia Britannica, 2014). Exporters should always be aware of this factor, because 
knowing what the final cost of the product will be, helps them to price their product on the 
market. This factor is closely related with factor of FTAs mentioned above.  
Transport infrastructure – Infrastructure is very important factor because it helps determine 
the success of manufacturing and agricultural activities. For the export, the most important 
is infrastructure from point of view of roads, railways, water and air infrastructure. It refers 
to a facilities and systems for its economy to function. Exports are very important for each 
country´s economy, and infrastructure is very important for exports, because it might 
determine quality and sufficient supplies exactly on time (Data.worldbank.org, 2015c).  
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Availability of TMCs and EMCs - In case of indirect exports is important to consider this 
factor which is usually represented by agents or brokers. Availability of this service might 
encourage the company to perform in the particular country as they provide all export 
functions, which some of the companies might not be able to handle properly by itself. 
Required documentation procedures – Every movement of goods and provision of any 
services has to be captured and documented to perform an ordered and organized style of 
trading and to avoid losses, risks, poor quality or non-compliance with regulations of the 
particular country. In case of exports, besides authorizations and approvals from inside the 
company, highly important is the documentation required by the particular country. The most 
common documents which must be completed and provided before entering the country are 
importation declaration (concerning taxes and duties), commercial invoice, packing list, bill 
of landing, FTA certificate of origin, in case of Mexico so called “pedimento”, permits, 
licenses and other supporting documents (PWC, 2015). Every single exporter must be aware 
and able to present these documents when attempting to export.  
Requirements on packaging – Each country might have a special regulation on packaging 
mainly depending on exported commodity. These rules are intended to be followed in order 
to keep the goods in required conditions, to provide space effective shipments, to avoid 
environmental damages, pollutant emissions, to keep the pests and diseases out of the country 
and each exporter should check these requirements with buyer or custom broker before 
realizing transport to provide the excellence in export business (PWC, 2015). 
5.4 Factors important especially for L and F, SA, JV, A and M  
There are many factors which are common for licensing and franchising, strategic 
alliances and joint ventures and acquisitions and mergers because all of these modes of entry 
has the base which is settled in process of cooperation with local partner. All of these modes 
points to a certain presence of the company in the country, therefore important factors 
determining its success do not differ that much.  
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There are some thereinafter mentioned factors which might seem important also for 
this group of modes of entry, however author of this thesis has decided to make just this 
allocation of factors to sort of intensify the difference between particular modes of entry.  
Banking and financing system – To set the cooperation with foreign partner is probably not 
that management and financially demanding as to set the new business unit, however certain 
financial support is certainly required. Flow and costs of this support is significantly 
dependent on the financing system of the target country as independent financial firms vary 
from place to place. Forms and costs of loans, mortgages and leasing determine the overall 
demandingness of the investment, therefore it is a factor which significantly influences the 
feasibility of the project and hence the whole decision making of the company.  
Technological infrastructure – Technology means innovation and innovation means 
competitive advantage already mentioned above. Technology might ensure cost efficiency, 
increase production and therefore bring higher profits. Quality technological infrastructure is 
highly dependent on management of the company and its approach to this factor. However, 
existence of governmental support, reasonable pressure in terms of motivation for wider 
research and development might perform as a positive encouragement for a company. 
Company ready to settle a cooperation with local partner would therefore be highly interested 
in its technological disposal.  
Antitrust regulations – For a single company considering foreign expansion is very important 
whether competition is regulated. Good strategy how to penetrate to the market typically 
includes competitive advantages, however company might easily get discouraged by high 
rivalry without regulation, as competition to the certain extend determines chances for 
success on the particular market (PWC, 2012). Only if rivalry among firms in an industry is 
low, the industry is considered to be disciplined and regulated (quickmba.com, 2015). Author 
of this thesis assigns special importance of this factor within this group of entry modes, 
because creating a merger or joint venture might mean increased competitiveness and 
possible built of monopol, where antitrust regulation play its significant role.  
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Management practices – When company considers cooperation with a foreign partner, would 
be highly interested in management practices throughout the company which might stream 
from generally recognized practices in country. Especially about management preferences in 
terms of technology, computer based processes, bureaucracy, internal politics, rewards, 
implementation of new procedures and rules, approach to internationalization, innovation, 
research and development and many more because all of this features influence company`s 
performance.  
Approaches to promotion - Promotion refers to raising customer awareness of a product or 
brand, generating sales, and creating brand loyalty (McCarthy and Jerome, 1964). Especially 
brand loyalty, but also good advertisement might bring big increase in generated sales. Each 
company has its own approach to promotion, however certain governmental support might 
encourage intensification of this marketing tool. Therefore, when cooperating anyhow with 
local partner, is important to know how far the country supports effective advertisement and 
how far the local partner reacts on it.  
5.5. Factors important especially for turnkey project and wholly owned 
subsidiary 
In case of turnkey project likewise as wholly owned subsidiary, company is interested 
in almost all the factors presented in chapter 4, because is going to fully perform and provide 
its activities in the country. The only difference is, that by turnkey project all the service is 
given by a single contractor usually acquainted with an environment of the country.  
There are some factors which are not related at all with setting a new business unit, 
however most of them characterize this mode of getting international and are as follows: 
Basic infrastructure – Basic infrastructure refers not only to rails, air and water freight, high 
ways, but also to quality and availability of raw materials, water and energy sources. 
Company attempting to set a presence in a country needs to be aware of this factor from point 
of view of ability to provide manufacturing as such (supplies of water, electricity, ...) but also 
from point of view of supplies neccessary for manufacturing and from point of view of 
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shipment of manufactured products. Because, availability, quality and access to basic 
infrastructure might make the business easier, cheaper, faster, more secure and smoother.   
Banking and financing system - The most important factor about this point is cost of local 
loan. Setting a new business unit in foreign country is the most expensive mode of entry what 
indicates a need of external financial support. External financial help is typically a loan from 
a bank which will be presented also by a variety of costs that depend on the amount borrowed, 
how long the loan is held, on the amount of instalments and many more factors. The effective 
rate that company has to pay on its loan is created by principal interest rate, mortgage 
insurance premiums, closing costs, servicing costs and others and its proper measurement, 
estimation might help when comparing different loans. Deep mapping of this factor is 
fundamental for determining total cost of the project. 
FDI– The extent of FDI boosts each country´s economy. As more foreign companies invest 
in the market, the market is becoming more ample and therefore might offer more 
opportunities and become stronger. High number of FDI in the country might indicate its 
quality and attractiveness what is seen by any company as highly advantageous.  
Employment and labor market – Todays world is still more and more driven by a factor of 
huge technological development which`s part is substitution of human labor by machines. 
However, there is still number of activities and processes which are inevitably assigned to 
the human hands and that is where the importance of a question of employment emerges. 
Analyzing the market from point of view of availability of quality and skilled workforce is 
fundamental for any business. Company can provide all the machinery and computer 
technologies, which, however anyway requires human assistance and that is why any single 
company needs be clear about readiness of working force in target country. Requirements 
upon employment and labor market encompass unemployment rate, economically active 
population, approaches to quality of working management/environment and legal framework 
on employment.  
Education – With a factor of employment is closely related also factor of education in 
particular country. Quality education of the employees determine also quality of delivered 
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work and possible innovation, development, quality of working environment in general. The 
knowledge about possibility to assign students, educated people with language skills create 
a picture of innovative, developed and energetic workforce what might possibly encourage a 
will to perform in a foreign country.  
Manufacturing and production capacity – Capacity of market is the level of production a 
single market is able to manage. Is the potential volume of sales of goods and services 
determined by the size and structure of actually demonstrated or future demand 
(TheFreeDictionary.com, 2015). Especially the knowledge about the demand market is able 
to handle might be very useful information for the future decisions of a single expanding 
company.   
Capacity of resources on the market - It is very important for any subject within the business, 
whether capacity of resources on the market is sufficient. Because when supplies are limited, 
prices rise and usually consumers adjust their demand accordingly. Ability to provide 
manufacturing as such, therefore availability of local raw materials and quality supplies of 
water and energy (electricity, gas, ...) makes the business easier and cheaper. 
Power of suppliers – Any single company is not able to manufacture and provide the services 
without any cooperation. Cooperation in this terms means the external provision of material, 
components, machinery, freights, packaging and many more by other companies – suppliers. 
It is fundamental to map and analyze their power on the target market as suppliers are 
inevitable part of each functioning company. 
Business legislation – Each country has different laws and rules to regulate forms of 
organizations. Each of this form requires several registrations, authorization and approval 
from side of government, including some standards for minimal amount of capital and many 
more. Before going international each company has to be conscious of and comply with these 
requirements.   
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6 SUMMARY OF ANALYSES  
The aim of analytical part of this thesis is to revise all important factors, external and 
internal, as well as to revise their importance for each particular mode of entry and hence to 
offer a valuable base for relevant proposals. Author of this thesis presents complex SWOT 
analysis, analysis of strengths and weaknesses together with opportunities and threats, to 
deliver a well-arranged summary of the analytical part steaming primarily from gathered and 
analyzed data in details explained in chapters 2.8 and 4.7. The table displays intensity of 
particular features using 4 degree scale starting with ultra intensive, very intensive, through 
intensive to medium intensive.  
Table 7: SWOT analysis (author of the thesis) 
Strengths Scale  Weaknesses 
Quality machinery, efficient and 
reliable production 
Ultra intensive 
 
Location  Ultra intensive  
Ability to customize Very intensive Low elasticity to change 
Direct, close contact with partners Very intensive Effectiveness of advertisement 
Quality R&D and optimization  Intensive  
Employees loyalty Intensive  
Good reputation Medium intensive  
Opportunities  Threats 
Emerging market with growing 
automotive industry   
Ultra intensive Poor transport infrastructure 
Cheap but skilled workforce Ultra intensive Political instability 
Technological progress Very intensive Security issues 
Low power of suppliers Very intensive Dependence on other producers  
Governmental support of 
international business 
Intensive 
Great power of competitors 
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Low entry barriers (exports) 
Intensive High entry barriers (other entry 
modes) 
 
Author of this thesis assigns the biggest importance to opportunities and suggests that 
the focus on particularly those has the highest potential. However, also states how each 
selected entry mode influences mentioned strengths, weaknesses and threats and reversely 
how each of these particulars influence the selection of entry mode.   
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7 PROPOSALS AND RECCOMMENDATIONS 
Considering theoretical base on internationalization, current situation in analyzed 
company and conditions on analyzed market, it all indicates that options HH has to further 
internationalize are various. Not all of them would be feasible for the company and to offer 
a relevant proposals on some of them, as Mexico is very complex and especially remoted 
market, sort of research in person in the country would be required and that is why author of 
this thesis has chosen four basic modes of entry to pose a proposals for. 
The structure of proposals incorporates evaluation of positive contribution of critical 
country factors, evaluation of feasibility and acceptance of particular mode of entry based on 
criterions as level of control, risk, speed and promptness, financial burden and overall 
demandingness and in part of conclusion is presented overall rating of feasibility and 
acceptance of each proposal in bulk. For evaluation is used 5 degree scale starting with very 
low through medium to very high. Assignment of particular degree is based on revision of 
above elaborated analyses, consults with concerned company HH and subjective opinion of 
the author. 
Criterions for evaluation of feasibility and their reasoning  
Level of control – Control in this terms means authority over operational and strategic 
decision making. It is a control over brand, staff, technology, operations, over pricing, 
marketing and strategy, over supplies, quality and others. HH objectives - full customer´s 
satisfaction, high-level of management, employee orientation and high level of supplier´s 
partnership - indicate that company operates with a significant regard to control. Therefore 
this criterion would perform as very important determinant of acceptance of proposals.  
Level of risk - Risk is defined as the uncertainty associated with exposure to a loss caused by 
some unpredictable event (Jackson et al., 1987). Mexico is emerging market, with moderate 
political instability and significant security risks. HH will therefore, certainly focus on 
avoiding any other possible risks related with internationalization and therefore will carefully 
revise acceptance of particular proposals from point of view of this criterion.   
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Speed and promptness – Author of this thesis tends to determine the acceptance of proposals 
also from point of view of time consumption. Because, HH is aware that as longer the 
establishment, negotiations and overall realization within the business will take, as higher 
financial means will be required. However, already big distance outlines prolonged process.  
Financial burden – Every single company, including HH considers the extent of financial 
means required by particular project, because typically, the purpose of the business is profit. 
If the financial demand is too high, gaining the desired profit will take or too long or 
profitability will result in small numbers. As the main objective of this thesis is identification 
of critical factors influencing the selection of the market entry mode, financial requirements 
of proposals will be based on generally recognized definitions of financial burden for 
particular mode of entry.   
Overall demandingness and complexity – As mentioned already above, Mexico is very 
remoted country in terms of distance as such, but also culturally and economically. These are 
already naturally resulting aspects determining high complexity. Moreover, the differences 
between management and negotiation methods of European and LA businessmen, 
differences in pricing methods and distribution might increase complexity and 
demandingness of each proposal. 
In order to bring valuable comparison upon the proposals, author of this thesis focus 
on the country factors important especially for particular mode of entry (see chapter 5). At 
the same time is, however, conscious also of factors commonly shared by all the modes entry, 
which inherently determine the overall complexity of the proposals which are as follows: 
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7.1 Keep on direct export 
As mentioned in the analysis part, HH already provides exports to Mexico. The 
company applies zero-level distribution channel, into which do not enter any distribution 
intermediaries (agents or distributors), what means that products are shifted directly to the 
customer. Production of HH are nor electronic products, books, medicines neither 
agricultural products, are metal stamps produced in Germany and Slovakia, obviously not in 
neighboring region, therefore import duties are charged on full rate – around 13%.  
Since 2000 Mexico has FTA also with Slovakia and with one of its principal trading 
partners, Germany, exports are much smoother in terms of significant reduction of barriers. 
However, low barriers means high threat of new entrants, high saturation of importers and 
therefore higher competition.  
Even when Mexico offers „friendly“ entry barriers, proper export and transport 
documentation has to be fairly kept. Concerning just mentioned FTAs, FTA certificate of 
origin needs to be delivered, the most important is importation declaration, which declares 
that HH is registered as a taxpayer and that all needed taxes are covered, also commercial 
invoice, bill of landing, packaging list and pedimento.   
Concerning packaging, in Mexico special regulations apply to wood packaging in 
order to keep foreign pests and diseases out of Mexico. Other requirements does not peep out 
from the usual basic rules for packaging. Packaging list must include the number of packages 
in the shipment and a detailed list of the merchandise in each package. 
For export is extremely important transport infrastructure of the country, which in 
Mexico is evaluated as inadequate. Although there are several transport development 
programs, Mexico suffers from profound lack of quality transportation network as a result of 
annuall underinvestment from side of goverment to this field due to other important factor – 
high external debt which Mexico has. And even, when in case of HH, transport cost are 
covered by buyer, therefore this factor does not affect directly HH but the customer, who 
would,  clearly reconsider, whether not to choose closer source and avoid poor infrastructure 
throughout the country. 
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Mexico´s the biggest neighbor and collaborator – US very positively influences its 
economy and their relationship is highly beneficial for both sides. For exporters there are no 
significant issues recognized around borders what is impossible to say about Guatemala 
border. Also the relationship is a bit tenser even when trade between them brings a lot of 
money to their economies. Contact with Belize is not that intensive, however importantly, 
does not result in significant issues.  
Exchange rate fluctuations is one of the very important country factors for HH as an 
exporter. Its production is issued in euros what is a different currency as is used in Mexico. 
Therefore, HH would need to carefully consider set payment terms, whether customer will 
pay in pesos or in euro depending on increase or decrease of value of the currency.  
Significant decrease was captured during the global crisis (2008), after which world economy 
started to pick over and since 2013 exchange rate of Mexico has ascending trend. 
Highly significant drawback of Mexico for HH, as provider of exports, are organized 
drug cartels and transnational criminal organizations highly saturated around borders. They 
create an extensive insecurity, not only for Mexican importers. 
7.1.1 Evaluation of feasibility and acceptance of direct export 
Level of control - Export is generally recognized as a low control form of internationalization 
in comparison to the others. However, HH provides direct exports with direct link to the end 
user, so the company assess the control over the whole process of sale, beginning with control 
over marketing, pricing, shipment, protection of intellectual property, direct control over the 
partnership as well as direct feedback from the customer. In other words, HH definitely meets 
its objectives set within strategy of high control. Therefore feasibility of exports from this 
point of view is quite high.  
Level of risk – The biggest risks HH faces, author of this thesis classifies in three groups:   
- country risk – This risk is related with factor of political instability of Mexico, which 
influences buyers, who are paying for exported goods, risk connected with factor of 
fluctuations of exchange rate and security risk. 
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- risk on shipment - As exports to Mexico are very long distance exports, emerges the risk 
upon time frame in terms of meeting agreed deadlines, providing proper documentation and 
packaging. HH, therefore, faces a challenge to plan the shipments accurately to avoid any 
delays, to comply with all the documentation requirements, hence to reduce this risk. 
 - risk on buyer – To avoid risk on buyer, HH must be aware about the rule “know the 
customer”. The company intends to develop strong and long-term relationship with exactly 
agreed payment terms and other vending conditions. 
In general level of risk for exporting company is low, because by this mode of entry, HH 
avoids the risks connected with lack of skilled staff, technological infrastructure and risk 
steaming from necessity of foreign loan.  
Speed and promptness – Long distance between Europe and Mexico might be misleading 
regarding this criterion, however, even when the export as such takes long, it is not that 
demanding mode of entry in terms of establishment of the process, as it does not require that 
many actions. In comparison to settling wholly owned subsidiary, which needs to comply 
with many country and company factors, exports are much faster, what is seen as highly 
advantageous. However, it might not seem that advantageous when considering the factor of 
cultural distance. Mexican companies and businessmen might have completely different style 
and approach to negotiation, what might significantly prolonged that generally prompt 
process of establishing exports.  
Financial burden – Within automotive industry, exports are provided by the customer, 
customer cover all the transportation costs, therefore financial burden over the whole process 
is for HH not that high. However, as Europe is for Mexico very remoted corner of the world, 
customer would consider whether not to switch to the competitor, which is closer to its 
business. So, overall financial burden is very low, but this benefit is strongly related with 
other drawbacks.  
Overall demandingness and complexity – The most challenging factor of HH´s exports to 
Mexico is the distance. Not from point of view of logistics, because that is realized by 
customer, but especially, when considering factor of local responsibility. Motto “Think 
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globally, act locally” by Patrick Geddes does not touch only environmental issues, however 
considers also company`s business behavior. Each company to be local responsible should 
try to cooperate also with some local partners. Therefore, long distances and remoted 
locations are not very preferred. Another important factors determining complexity of direct 
exports is after-sale service and management of resources. Although, factor of after-sale 
service does not apply to HH, due to its subject of production, demand on management of 
resources it compensate. Direct exports require developed exporting department with skilled 
staff to be able to establish shipping procedures, to make and receive international payments, 
to provide quality export documentation, mentioned above, and as HH is relatively small 
company, might find it a bit difficult to handle all the processes by itself.   
7.1.2 Direct export in relation to SWOT analysis 
Keeping on direct export therefore, not overcome any change would only emphasize HH´s 
weakness of low change elasticity. Although, it leaves over the opportunity upon cheap and 
skilled Mexico workforce, it perfectly exploits low entry barriers for exporters, which are 
unfortunately related with great rivalry. Exporting as entry mode does not avoid threat of 
poor Mexican infrastructure neither border insecurity issues, but might low the negative 
effect of political instability in Mexico.  
Table 8: Positive contribution of country factors to the feasibility of direct export 
Country factor Stand Positivity level 
Entry barriers Low High 
Tariffs and duties Low High 
FTA Very high Very high 
Threat of new entrants High Low 
Competition High Low 
Documentation Medium Medium 
Packaging Low High 
Transport infrastructure  Low Very low 
External debt High Very low 
Relationships with neighbors  Very high Very high 
Exchange rate fluctuations Low High 
Safety Very low Very low 
Overall positive contribution  Medium Medium 
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Table 9: Appraisal of feasibility of direct export 
 Very low Low Medium High Very high 
Level of control      
Level of risk      
Speed and promptness      
Financial burden      
Overall demandingness 
and complexity 
     
7.2 Indirect exports  
Another opportunity which has HH to internationalize is to contract an intermediary 
which will perform export functions, therefore to pick indirect export mode of entry. 
Generally recognized important country factors remain the same as for direct export, however 
there are some factors which will, to some extent, change and therefore will change the level 
of acceptance of this proposal.  
7.2.1 Evaluation of feasibility and acceptance of indirect export 
Level of control - Control decreases significantly, as the whole process is provided by EMC, 
what does not comply with HH`s strategy. This loss of control might lead to loss of profit as 
the company will not be able to control pricing, partnerships, payments neither shipments.  
Level of risk – As on the other hand, intermediary handles all aspects of the exporting 
process, what significantly reduces risk of shipment mentioned above. Local agent has 
typically proper knowledge of the environment, what is prerequisite of reducing country risk. 
He should be able to interpret in advance fluctuations in exchange rate, possible change in 
demand, possible shakes in political stability and many other factors related with locality. 
However, author of this thesis assumes that local export agent is not able to reduce risk on 
buyer. Because, only company itself, is able to maintain such a partnership with customer, 
which will absolutely comply with its strategy, create reputation and proper customer brand 
loyalty which will empower orders. 
Speed and promptness – HH, nor German mother`s company, neither Slovak subsidiary are 
familiar with Mexican management and negotiation practices. Here is the space for 
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intermediary to evidence himself. Ensuring prompt negotiation and advantageous deals are 
one of the factors might speed up the process and why HH should switch to indirect exports.  
Financial burden – Although, contracting an intermediary might accelerate and upgrade the 
process of negotiation, total financial burden of the company will rocket up as well. And 
unfortunately, growth of profit is neither highly guaranteed.  
Overall demandingness and complexity – In author`s opinion, what makes indirect export so 
demanding and complex is increased financial burden and challenge of finding and hiring a 
reliable and price acceptable exporting company - agent.  
7.2.2 Indirect exports in relation to SWOT analysis 
Hiring an export agent might degrade good reputation and direct contact with partners as one 
of the strengths of HH, however might help to increase effectiveness of advertisement as one 
of the HH´s Achilles. Likewise as direct export, indirect export emphasizes opportunity of 
low entry barriers when entering Mexico. Local agent might help to overcome the biggest 
threat of export – poor infrastructure. Political instability does not apply that intensively on 
exports what is impossible to say about border insecurity, neither big power of competitors.  
Table 10: Positive contribution of country factors to the feasibility of indirect exports 
Country factor Stand Positivity level 
Entry barriers Low High 
Tariffs and duties Low High 
FTA Very high Very high 
Threat of new entrants High Low 
Competition High Low 
Documentation Medium Medium 
Packaging Low High 
Transport infrastructure  Low Very low 
External debt High Very low 
Relationships with neighbors  Very high Very high 
Exchange rate fluctuations Low High 
Safety Very low Very low 
Overall positive contribution  Medium Medium 
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Table 11: Appraisal of feasibility of indirect export 
 Very low Low Medium High Very high 
Level of control      
Level of risk      
Speed and promptness      
Financial burden      
Overall demandingness 
and complexity 
     
 
Any mode of entry is not easy to establish, however, in general, exports and also 
exports to Mexico are, within the other, the less demanding mode of entry, because exporters, 
do not need to deal, for instance, with demanding business legislation and many other factors 
required when establishing a direct presence in the country. 
7.3 Merger  
HH`s another option how to enter Mexican market is to create one economic unit with 
Mexican partner. Country factors which need to be revised include, similarly as for wholly 
owned subsidiary, almost the whole list from chapter 4. The difference is, that local merging 
firm might be already conscious about the environment and therefore about possible ways 
how to handle its quire corners.  
Merger of HH with Mexican partner would create a wider range of competitive 
advantages, therefore higher chance to beat competitors and lower their power on the 
Mexican market. Also, one of the advantages of merger is increase of competitiveness and 
building of possible monopol. In case of HH, that would be still quite long way, but anyway 
company and its partner need to be aware of very strict Mexico antitrust regulations, by which 
competition is carefully monitored and controlled.  
Demand on business legislation might be handled easier and 20% of required initial 
capital summarized faster. Mexico dispones by many market opportunities. As seen on graph 
in Appendix 6, more than half of the demand is not produced in Mexico, therefore capacity 
of the market for increased HH´s merger production is sufficient. 
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Regarding high external debt, threat might emerge in terms of decrease in educational 
support, possible lack of educated and skilled workers and with that related decreased 
productivity of HH`s merger. 
HH`s need of financial injection will, unfortunately, meet with quite insufficient 
banking system in Mexico. The company will need to wisely consider while taking a loan, 
as offers for mid-size companies are very poor. 
Creating HH´s merger might cause a threat of employee redundancy, because some 
of the merged processes and operations might be easily handled by a single person. Here is 
a spot, where a possible internal conflicts can appear. However, can reversely appear some 
new processes, where the factor of availability of skilled and educated workforce will play a 
significant role. Mexico is particular about education and dispones of cheap labor force what 
is highly advantageous for possible HH´s merger. 
HH works with very heavy machines and tries to keep the path with technological 
development, so the fact about governmental support on technology, in terms of many 
exhibitions organized within Mexico and several technology development programs are seen 
as very notable factor and advantageous country feature. However, positive level of this 
factor will be highly dependent on partner´s attitude.  
 Regarding sales efforts and marketing. Mexican managers always try to get exclusive 
deals and maintain very close relationship with partners, what complies with HH objective 
of full customer satisfaction and high level of supplier`s partnership and therefore this is a 
point where merger has a potential to be successful. However, HH managers are mostly strict 
and direct, favoring straightforward and direct negotiations, accurate and exact deals, while 
Mexican ones are generally recognized by preferring a certain time period and negotiations 
with a certain dose of emotions, still keeping on heavy bureaucracy. These facts might cause 
a possible internal obstacles. 
Mexico proves its significant support of promotion by organizing industrial events 
and conferences keenly attended by majority of Mexican companies. Merger would therefore 
release HH weakness concerning promotion and efficiency of advertisement what might 
become one of its strong drivers.  
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One of the biggest advantages of Mexican merger – partner´s knowledge of 
environment can evidence itself regarding power of suppliers and customers therefore built 
network. Because one of the prerequisite or driver of internationalization by merger is an 
existing network of partners, which´s quality will be dependent also on partner´s effort. 
7.3.1 Evaluation of feasibility and acceptance of merger 
Level of control and resource commitment can vary with the nature of ownership split, 
therefore the level of control which HH will be able to maintain will depend on the share it 
will have in merged unit. Mergers are usually provided by companies with the same size, 
therefore split is given almost naturally and is generally recommended for mergers to survive, 
to divide the control evenly to avoid internal conflicts. In author`s opinion, level of control 
should be highly maintain, especially when it comes to staff redundancy, as one of the biggest 
drawbacks of mergers. As HH with target company will merge everything, including their 
processes and operations, it might come to overstaffing. HH will need to reassert certain level 
of control upon its employees what might not be easy.  
Level of risk – HH should primarily create merger to spread country risk. As it will pull 
together with the partner, they tend to be stronger and therefore better resistant to political 
instability, to exchange rate fluctuations, to competition or substitutes. However, with 
existence of merger, other risks emerges. The biggest risk is related with factor of 
management practices in terms of leadership, competencies, decision making, a style of 
negotiation, staffing and many more, which are significantly different by HH and Mexican 
managers. These discrepancies might cause many obstacles and increase the risk, which 
primarily steams from big cultural gap. Another risk appears with regard to duplicity. 
Partners should wisely divide and allocate sources and property to avoid any multiples. 
Speed and promptness – To create properly working merger is quite time demanding. From 
different aspects, as physical distance and cultural distance (in terms of style of negotiation 
and making deals). But the most significant aspect is the time of settlement. To harmonize 
operating systems, to set the cooperation between departments and management, to set the 
processes, to train the staff and many more.  
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Financial burden – Financial burden will highly depend on the attributes of the new unit and 
on the conditions of the deal, however in this case needs to be taken into account not only 
burden it terms of money, but also non-remuneration burden. HH would offer its know-how, 
its tangible and intangible assets, its staff, technology, strategies and practices, basically 
whole its property, what is also related with a certain level of risk.  
Overall demandingness and complexity – Author of this thesis sees the biggest complexity 
in harmonization. Harmonization of two different entities as well as in high level of property 
exposure. Unfortunately, here are no guaranties and company stakes a lot, what might create 
a lot of doubts. In case of physic transfer of technology, complexity of the whole project will 
significantly increase.  
7.3.2 Merger in relation to SWOT analysis 
Merging with local partner might jeopardize HH´s the biggest strength of good reputation, 
however presence in Mexico might enable to exploit the power of this booming market. 
Political instability as well as security issues might be handled better within international 
collaboration intensively supported by government. Building a merger might mean building 
significant competitive advantage which will beat great rivalry on the market.  
Table 12: Positive contribution of country factors to the feasibility of merger 
Country factor Stand Positivity level 
Antitrust regulations High Low 
Business legislation Low High 
Capacity of the market Very high Very high 
Banking and financing system Low Low 
Labor force High Very high 
Management practices High Low 
Approaches to promotion High High 
Technological development High High 
Overall positive contribution  High High 
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Table 13: Appraisal of feasibility of merger 
 Very low Low Medium High Very high 
Level of control      
Level of risk      
Speed and promptness      
Financial burden      
Overall demandingness 
and complexity 
     
 
7.4 Wholly owned subsidiary  
The last option author of this thesis revises in order to offer a proposal for HH is 
wholly owned subsidiary. The success of HUHH PressTech, Slovak subsidiary of HH, 
clearly shows experience of HH with this mode of entry. However, complexity, feasibility, 
demandingness and overall success of the project might result differently, as country factors 
of Slovakia and Mexico significantly vary. There is plenty of them, as setting completely 
new business unit requires deep and detailed knowledge about the environment.  
Factors important especially for this mode of entry, besides the other which are 
recognized as essential for all modes of internationalization, starts with geographical 
segmentation. HH needs to be aware that the most quality distribution channels and the best 
trading conditions are just around main industrial areas - north and central Mexico, where is 
also the highest saturation of automotive and steel industry. Focus on this factor might 
balance a bit country bottleneck on infrastructure.  
Not only governmental support, but particularly financial support will be needed, as 
this mode of entry is generally recognized as the most financially demanding. Mexico offers 
modern banking, dispones with many banking institutions, however inefficient and focusing 
on bigger entities, hence HH as mid-size company might find it difficult to obtain financing 
at reasonable rates. Moreover, the amount of money required for such a project will result in 
even higher interest rate, what increases its overall costs. Exchange rate fluctuations will 
bounce back not only on interest rates on mortgage but the most on returns on the investment 
portfolio.  
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Financial demandingness on setting new entity is typically expected, so might not 
significantly cover all the other advantages of the target market, as for Mexico, the number 
of FDI definitely is. Amount of FDI recorded at $35.2 bil in 2013 is for HH very positive 
sign. The will of international companies to do a business in Mexico indicates attractiveness 
of Mexican environment. Moreover, as mentioned above half of the demand is not produced 
in Mexico (see Appendix 6), therefore with factor of production capacity does not emerge 
any doubts. 
Another highly important factor is labor market. Although unemployment propensity 
is decreasing, percentage of economically active population in Mexico is very poor, only 
40% of Mexican population is employed or actively seeking employment. Even thus, factor 
of employment and workforce in Mexico is perceived as highly preferable, because it is 
cheap. Stamping industry requires skilled workers such as technicians and engineers, which 
in Mexico are definitely found and can still be paid at much lower levels than in developed 
countries. However, HH has to be aware Spanish vs. English language requirements as 
workers must be provided with materials in Spanish language and Spanish speaking 
management is highly recommended.   
Mentioned attractiveness is determined also by factor of education. 90% of 
economically active population has at least high school degree or equivalent what indicates 
their high potential, moreover the latest research came up with result that Mexico produces 
more engineers as Germany or Brazil and that more than 200 000 students were enrolled in 
engineering disciplines. HH operates within heavy industry using heavy technologies and 
therefore needs skilled and educated operators, but also young and innovative workforce. HH 
can offer to these students a cooperation favorable for both sides, as for students acquiring 
practical knowledge, as for HH hiring cheaper workforce with innovative spirit.  
Capacity of the market is more than sufficient as more than one third of  Mexico`s 
demand is not produced within the country, capacity of resources on the market is also 
sufficient, however anyway vast majority of raw materials still originate outside Mexico, due 
to underinvestment in exploration. Although Mexico does not lack resources on the market, 
needed imports make it much more expensive. 
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HH`s supplier is predominantly steel supplier. Consumption of steel by HH in 2014 
was 9,4 tons (Škulec, 2015). As Mexico is 13th largest producer of steel on the world, HH 
does not need to be afraid about its supplier. On the market perform 51 companies and their 
power is relatively low, therefore, the availability and capacity of resources as well as power 
of supplies highly are advantageous factors of Mexican environment.  
As highly advantageous is also perceived already developed network of customers 
due to successful exports.  HH produces and meet the demand not only in Mexico, however 
also in Brazil what indicates its certain position on LA market and also within competition. 
Setting HH`s production unit directly in Mexico might bring even higher satisfaction from 
side of its customers as their transportation expenses will extremely decrease while local 
responsibility will significantly increase. Factor of local responsibility is initially empowered 
by non-standardized but customized production of HH and delegation of manufacturing and 
production functions to its green Mexican subsidiary would fully cover pressures for local 
responsiveness.  
Although Mexico is country more and more driven by modernization in majority of 
fields, bureaucracy still keeps on high levels. Big effort should lay on this field, due to rapidly 
changing and complex nature of legislation in the country. All the legal procedures of 
establishing the unit, registrations, permissions and authorizations, but also technical 
implications, environmental audits and many more might significantly prolong the process 
what might lure away the will of HH to do a business in Mexico.  
In case of HH and wholly owned subsidiary in Mexico emerges another barrier, 
barrier of entry. Even when Mexico is highly attractive market, because it proximity to USA 
and cheap workforce, kind of industry HH operates in, initial capital requirements results in 
high numbers due to heavy technology.  
7.4.1 Evaluation of feasibility and acceptance of wholly owned subsidiary 
This mode of entry results in extremes in terms of criterions, positive as well as negative. 
Level of control – Level of control is the biggest advantage of this form of entering Mexican 
market. HH would be able to manage its operations, its staff, technology, partnerships as well 
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as its style of management, simply all the functioning of the unit by itself. It can perfectly 
meet its objectives and manage its processes in order satisfy its customers, build proper 
relations with suppliers, excellent employee orientation and social responsibility. The fact of 
total coordination of global corporate strategy assigns to this mode of entry total feasibility.  
Level of risk – As whole management of the unit lies in responsibility of the management of 
HH, also full risk will need to be handled. Here is no role of intermediary, neither local 
partner, who would advise and support, therefore HH would need to deal with all country 
risks, starting with political instability, monetary instability, risk on labor workforce, regional 
instability, taxes, laws and regulations, business legislation, infrastructure, ethnic, language 
and environmental issues, competition as well as entry barriers by iteself. However, there is 
no risk of intellectual exposure and risk of discrepancies which might appear when 
cooperating with partner. There is also possible chance to avoid some of the mentioned risks, 
as HH already provides exports to the country, so possesses a certain knowledge of Mexican 
environment, however even with this fact, the level of risk remains high.  
Speed and promptness – Establishing a new replica of mother`s company is very demanding 
and long process. The most complex is to elaborate a plan, to implement, to revise and check 
and only then to start to operate (PDCA model by E. Deming). It is the most time consuming 
style of internationalization, however at the same time it maximizes the potential returns the 
most, as it does not share anyhow the generated profit. 
Financial burden – Green field plant is typically huge investment, very expensive overtaking. 
Although it is very demanding to absorb all the expenses, it provides 100% of generated 
profit. HH would need to deal with inefficient Mexican banking system what would increase 
the threat on overall fund complexity.  
Overall demandingness and complexity – Majority of country factors play in favor of HH, 
however Mexican market is very complex as such and the distance with Europe only 
intensifies demandingness of this proposal. Butler`s reasonably insist on choosing culturally 
close country to enter, however Uppsala recommends previous experience, acquired 
knowledge (by exports) as a perfect base for further action. Indeed, the biggest complexity 
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lies in financial burden. HH would maintain total control upon the unit, but on the other hand 
would need to pour a lot money and still deal with many risks.  
7.4.2 Wholly owned subsidiary in relation to SWOT analysis 
Setting a green field plant will give another perspective to the strength of strategic location 
of HH. The company can increase its good reputation just by meeting another customers´ 
requirement of local responsibility. This mode of entry definitely allows to utilize the biggest 
opportunity of Mexican market which is cheap but skilled labor force. The company will be 
also able to develop quality R&D and optimization just due to technological progress of this 
country. However, very complex entry barriers due to enormous and expensive machinery, 
political insecurity, great rivalry are threats intensified by selection of new business unit as 
an entry mode. Great competition might be pushed down by strength of ability to customize. 
Table 14: Positive contribution of country factors to feasibility of wholly owned subsidiary 
Country factor Stand Positivity level 
Geographical segmentation High Low 
Banking and financing system Low Low 
FDI Very high Very high 
Capacity of the market High High 
Workforce Very high Very high 
Education Very high Very high 
Capacity of the resources Middle Middle 
Availability of supplies Very high Very high 
Customers satisfaction Very high Very high 
Legislation Medium Medium 
Entry barrier Very high Very high 
Overall positive contribution Medium Medium 
 
Table 15: Appraisal of feasibility of wholly owned subsidiary 
 Very low Low Medium High Very high 
Level of control      
Level of risk      
Speed and promptness      
Financial burden      
Overall demandingness 
and complexity 
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7.5 Conclusion  
Mexico over the last three decades has made the transition from a commodity – and 
agricultural-based economy to one dominated by manufacturing and services acting as one 
of the most open economies in the world. The country has a strategic location due to 
neighborhood with US, its openness is proved by several FTAs including the most important 
one – NAFTA from 1994, what makes is the 8th most attractive destination for FDI. Young, 
highly educated, skilled and cheap workforce is the biggest allurement for foreign companies. 
Within LA it is a center of automotive industry where 3,7 mil of light vehicles are expected 
to be produced in 2015. Mexico dispones with tons of natural resources and poses low tariffs 
and quotas. However, is an emerging market still struggling with political instability and 
significant insecurity. International companies attempting to get into Mexican market has 
several options - modes of entries which might intensify or reversely hide country`s as well 
as company´s highlights and drawbacks and which vary in criterion of control, risk, financial 
complexity, time consumption, % of commitment, level of cooperation and many more. 
Author of this thesis finds a big contribution already in assignment of particular factors to 
particular modes of entry together with comprehensive description of Mexican market as 
such, poses four proposals for HH to enter Mexican market and comes to the following 
conclusions: 
Direct export are beneficial due to low entry barrier, however are connected with 
obstacles cause by poor Mexican transport infrastructure and huge distance. All the exporting 
documentation, planning of accurate shipments is a big burden put on company`s shoulders, 
which is only intensified by threat of, not only, border unsafety.  However, HH`s direct 
exports does not require any further actions, as everything is already settled and is related 
with quite low overall risk. Keeping on direct export therefore seems very comfortable and 
without additional financial burden, however would only emphasize HH`s weakness in term 
of resistance to change. World globalization is a big motivation, HH is constantly developing 
and therefore should not keep stagnating with exports but follow a bit more aggressive 
growth strategy.  
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The biggest contribution author of this thesis sees in keeping on deep exploration of 
Mexican market, exploitation of low entry barriers factor and avoiding impact of significant 
risks. 
Indirect exports might decrease level of control, however will decrease also a level 
of risk. Proper selection of export management agent would help HH to develop and improve 
the knowledge of market, might help gain even better environment knowledge and 
competitive position what is even sounder base for setting a presence in Mexico. With this 
entry mode emerges a certain threat of higher financial burden and proprietary exposure, 
however other country risks might decrease and this might be the way how to penetrate the 
market even deeper.  
As the most significant contribution author of this thesis defines information of such 
remoted market directly from a local source. Hence penetration the market might be even 
deeper and stronger, knowledge wider and therefore chances to settle a presence in future 
higher. Risks might be handled better and negotiations led faster. 
Merger, author of this thesis consider as a high acceptable. It offers utilization of the 
main Mexico`s advantage – cheap and skilled workforce as a part physical presence on the 
market connected with many other positives, however is little bit risky in terms of know-how 
exposure. HH has a certain orientation on the market, therefore might be able to estimate 
condition and quality behind companies` brands and therefore choose the right partner for its 
further success. Cooperation with other company will require more time and some financial 
injection, however local partner might help and assist by overcoming country bottlenecks.  
Third proposal offers the biggest contribution in terms of settling a presence in the 
market, therefore being closer to its customers, hiring qualified but cheap workforce and 
increasing competitive advantage. HH would overcome its biggest weakness - low elasticity 
to change and take an action on booming market with great potential. 
HH prefers to maintain a significant control over its processes and operations. Setting 
another miniature replica of HH in Mexico would absolutely meet this requirement. There 
will not be any risks steaming from a need to share and collaborate, customers will be highly 
satisfied as this HH`s action will significantly reduce their transport expenses and this 
comfort might bring increased orders and hence also profit. The company would be able to 
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benefit from cheap labor force and high production capacity of Mexico. However, setting a 
new subsidiary is huge step, demanding, complex but primarily very expensive. In case of 
HH, which uses large machinery sums might rise to extreme numbers, which will be even 
intensified by a distance. HH, even when is constantly growing is still only medium-size 
company. Its quality performance and potential is displayed by growing generated profit 
from 163 661 EUR in 2009 to 657 900 EUR in 2013, which indicates also growth of its power 
on the market. Following and keeping on this constant growth (perhaps also in terms of 
further internationalization by other mode of entry) might in future allow the company to set 
Mexican wholly owned subsidiary, but author of this thesis assumes, that in current times, 
according to the high financial burden, it would be too difficult to manage.   
The most significant contribution of wholly owned subsidiary steems from factor of 
total control over the processes. For its customers the biggest contribution will be in terms of 
ability to be localy responsable and  at the same time minimizing the impact of poor transport 
infrastructure. HH, by setting a direct presence in Mexico, will have an opportunity to hire 
cheap but qualified staff, maintain direct contact with its partners and build on acquired 
knowledge from exports.  
Even when change of entry mode will require high initial financial means, it is a 
challenge offered by booming Mexican market where HH has a big potential. As Uppsala 
recommends, possessing a tacit knowledge of the market is a sound base for successful 
further internationalization and that should be for HH the biggest driver.  
 
7.5.1 Appraisal on feasibility and acceptability of posed proposals  
 Very low Low  Medium  High Very high Total 
feasibility 
Indirect export      Very high 
Merger      High 
Wholly owned 
subsidiary 
     Medium 
Keep on direct export       Low 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix 1: Advantage and disadvantages of particular entry modes 
Advantages and disadvantages of direct exporting (Source: Hill, 2011; UK Essays, 2013). 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Avoids substantial costs of establishing 
manufacturing operations in the host 
country 
Threat of deterioration of exchange rates 
Achievement of experience 
curve and location economies 
High transport costs and tariff barriers  
More direct contact with foreign buyers and 
the marketplace – higher confidence 
The need for acquiring new capabilities - 
marketing skills and financial resources – 
cultivate a customer care 
Application to a wider range of goods and 
services 
Inappropriate for goods requiring after-sale 
service 
Slightly better protection for trademarks, 
patents and copyrights 
The need for handling all the logistics and 
technical support 
Advantages and disadvantages of indirect exporting (Source: UK Essays, 2013) 
Advantages Disadvantages 
The way to penetrate the market with less 
management complexities and risks  
Possible mistakes and miscalculations of 
brokers affect on the income  
No incremental investment in fixed capital 
and low startup costs 
Attempts of trading partners to get 
maximum profit from their service 
Lower market entry barriers  Little or no control over the business 
activities 
Questions of jurisdiction in international 
lawsuits becoming less of an issue 
Lose out on brand recognition and loyalty in 
international markets 
Easy withdraw from the market  
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Advantages and disadvantages of licensing (Source: Hill, 2011; Staff, 2015) 
Advantages Disadvantages 
No need to bear the development costs and 
risks associated with opening a foreign 
market 
Difficulty of controlling production 
costs and profit margins, manufacturing, 
marketing and strategy 
No need for high capital and substantial 
financial resources to an unfamiliar or 
politically volatile foreign market 
Limitation in ability to realize experience 
curve and location economies 
Obviation when barriers to investment exist, 
overcoming of exchange and import barriers 
Limitation of using profits earned in one 
country to support competitive attacks in 
another market 
Advantageous when a firm possesses some 
intangible property that might 
have business applications, but it does not 
want to develop those applications itself 
Exposure of confidential, proprietary, 
production process and technological know-
how as a competitive advantage  
No need for assets in a direct manufacturing 
or investment operation, no involvement in 
the labor and social legislation 
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Advantages and disadvantages of franchising (Source: Franexcel.com, 2015; Mendelsohn, 
1998; Sherman, 2004) 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Avoiding the unnecessary trial and error 
period in starting and operating a new 
business 
(Exaggerated) franchisee fees and payments 
– reduced corporate profit margin 
Reduced operating, distribution and 
advertising cost 
Transfer of a goodwill 
Access to accumulated business experience, 
technical know-how and latest 
developments 
The necessity of abiding by the franchisor’s 
operating systems, standards, policies and 
procedures 
Direct shipment of management and 
administration concerns (e.g. effective labor 
recruitment) 
Dependency on franchisor 
Rapid market penetration at a lower capital 
cost and the benefit of operating under a 
recognized trade name/trademark 
 
 
Advantages and disadvantages of turnkey projects (Source: Huse, 2002; Hill, 2011) 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Conditioned the whole co-ordination of the 
project 
Low return on valuable know-how, kind of 
selling a possible competitive advantage 
Avoids political and/or economic risks of 
particular country 
No long-term interest in the foreign country 
Obviation when host-government 
regulations exist 
Inadvertently creation of a competitor 
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Advantages and disadvantages of strategic alliances (Source: Sharan, 2011; Study.com, 
2015) 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Enhancement of productive capacity, 
distribution system and extention of supply 
chain, economies of scale  
Lack of control 
Reduction in costs, risks Merged reputations 
Building a competitive advantage by the 
pooling of resources and skills 
Risk of reversal in terms of cooperation vs. 
competition  
Overcoming of local prejudices and legal 
barriers of entry 
 
 
Advantages and disadvantages of joint ventures (Source: Hill, 2011; Rpemery.com, 2015) 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Benefits from local´s partner knowledge of 
the environment 
Lack of control over technology and 
strategic decisions 
Sharing development costs and risks  Limitation of ability to realize experience 
curve and location economies 
Lower government interference Possible conflicts and battles between 
partners 
Gain of bigger capacity, new technological 
knowledge on new markets 
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Advantages and disadvantages of mergers (Source: Pettinger, 2012; UK Essays, 2015) 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Network economies Internal conflicts 
Higher competitivness (building a possible 
monopol) 
Possible duplicity  
Economies of scale Additional costs of takeover 
Increased market share Forced staff redundancy 
 
Advantages and disadvantages of acquisitions (Source: Finkelstein and Cooper, 2012; 
Chaurasiya, 2015) 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Ability to speedily acquire resources and 
enter into new markets 
Integration problems 
Overcome entry barriers  High acquirer payments and fees – 
increased debt 
New resources and competencies not found 
on domestic market 
Differences in objectives and managerial 
techniques  
Reduced costs due to economies of scale Unrelated diversification 
Market power Financial fallout, hefty costs 
 
Advantages and disadvantages of wholly owned subsid. (Source: Hill, 2011) 
Advantages Disadvantages 
Direct ´maintenance´ of competitive 
advantage 
The most costly entry mode 
Tight control over operations Related with high risk and uncertainty 
Location and experience curve Threat of social and cultural differences 
100% share in profits generated  
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Appendix 2: Important HH´s customers (Source: internal documents of HH). 
 
 
Appendix 3: Face to face interview with CEO of Huhn PressTech Slovakia, Ing. Rastislav 
Škulec, PhD. 
How long did it take to payoff/return the money invested in Slovak subsidiary?  
It was a big investment, so almost 10 years. However, company is still enlarging the capacity 
(for example in 2012 subsidiary in Slovakia invested in new stamping press), therefore is 
constantly investing further.  
What are the factors influencing the best/most successful year in terms of main financial 
indicators and the worse?  
The extent of equity.  
Global crisis in 2009 negatively influenced automotive industry and therefore also HH and 
its financial indicators. 
Is Slovak subsidiary fully autonomous? 
It is fully autonomous, it is autonomously administrating and operating subsidiary. However, 
strategic decisions are made by parent company in Germany.  
2008
Customer in Europe
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How big is actual capacity of production?  
Around 75 mil units, 15 stamping presses.   
What is an annual consumption of steel? 
In 2014 it was 9,4 tons. 
Does the management of the company expect further extension of the production?  
Yes, in period of 5 years is planned to double the production in Slovak subsidiary.  
What is the volume of exports to Mexico and Brazil?  
From HH Germany is 9,1% of overall production and from HUHN PressTech Slovakia 7,9%. 
So together 17%.  
How is it possible that even when the shipping costs are covered by customer, the company 
HH has such an interest in shipping cost reduction?  
Customers of HH are the companies supplying the biggest automotive companies. Both, 
automotive and its suppliers are constantly pushed to costs reduction. For example logistics 
costs reduction. Therefore are trying to find the suppliers which are geographically close to 
save high shipping costs. So, they are purchasing rather from local producers to save some 
money.  Therefore we, as a distant supplier/producer might lose a business because of high 
shipping costs.  
What do you consider as a company´s biggest competitive advantage?  
Research and Development, know-how, therefore our staff - OUR people.  
Is it possible to roughly estimate the amount of funds necessary for investment in Mexican 
subsidiary? 
Yes, roughly around 2 mil €. 
Which strategy would you use to achieve a cooperation with suppliers on the Mexican 
market? 
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Our the most important supplier is ArcelorMittal which has its subsidiary also in Mexico. 
Therefore it would be only the question about the change of supply location. 
What are short-term and long-term goals of HH?  
Short-term goal is to increase the level of production at 8%.  
Long-term goal is to double the capacity and production in Slovak subsidiary.  
Do you see any threat in substitutes? 
Currently, electroengines are getting ´in´. Break components of electroengines might be 
possible substitute however, the technology is incalculably expensive.  
 
Appendix 4: Strengths and weaknesses of entering NAFTA (Source: Coface.com, 2014). 
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Appendix 5: Investment & Business Opportunities in Automotive Supply Chain (Source: 
Export.gov, 2013). 
 
 
Appendix 6: Mexican Peso exchange fluctuations (Source: 
TRADINGECONOMICS.COM, 2015e).  
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Appendix 7: Mexican exports by product and by country (Source: Observatory of economic 
complexity, 2015; Workman, 2015). 
 
 
 
 
 
Exports by country
USA 70%
Canada 5,4%
China 2%
Germany 1,5%
India 1%
Australia 0,55 %
France 0,47%
Exports by country
USA 70%
Canada 5,4%
China 2%
Germany 1,5%
India 1%
Australia 0,55 %
France 0,47%
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Appendix 8: Mexican imports by product and by country (Source: Observatory of economic 
complexity, 2015; Worldsrichestcountries.com, 2015). 
 
 
 
Imports by product
electronic equipment 21,3% Machines, engines, pumps 16,4%
Vehicles 8,9% Oil 8,3%
Plastics 5,6%
Imports by country
USA 47% China 17% Germany 4,2% Canada 2,4% Spain 1,5% France 1% UK 0,72%
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Appendix 9: Countries of Mexico´s FTAs (Source: Basham et al., 2015). 
 
1994 – North American Free Trade Agreement  
1995 – Mexico – Costa Rica 
1998 – Mexico – Nicaragua 
1999 – Mexico – Chile 
2000 – Mexico – European Union (Includes Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech 
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovak 
Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and United Kingdom) 
2000 – Mexico – Israel 
2001- Mexico – Northern Triangle (Includes El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras. Entered 
into force on March 15, 2001 for El Salvador and Honduras, and on June 1, 2001 for 
Guatemala) 
2001 – Mexico – EFTA (Includes Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, and Switzerland) 
2004 – Mexico – Uruguay 
2005 – Mexico - Japan 
2011 – Mexico – Colombia 
2012 – Mexico – Peru 
2011 – Mexico – Central America (The Mexico-Central America FTA replaced the Mexico-
Northern Triangle, Mexico-Costa Rica, and Mexico-Nicaragua FTAs) 
2014 – Mexico - Panama 
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Appendix 10: Employment by educational requirement in Mexico (Source: Boyd et al., 
2013). 
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Appendix 11: Mexican natural gas and oil platforms (Source: EY, 2014). 
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Appendix 12: Mexico´s light vehicle production 2009-2014 (Source: Source: Automotive 
Meetings 2014). 
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Appendix 13: Officially registered steel companies in Mexico 2004-2013 (Source: Cámara 
Nacional de la Industria del Hierro y del Acero, 2015). 
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Appendix 14: The map of top ten vehicle assembly companies in the world in Mexico 
(Source: Automotive Meetings, 2014). 
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Appendix 15: 15 major producers of steel in the world in 2013 (Source: Cámara Nacional 
De La Industria Del Hierro Y Del Acero, 2015). 
 
 
